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In 
The Supreme Court 
of the 
State of Utah 
HYDE P ... -illl~ TO\YX. 
a Municipal Corporation, 
Plaintiff and Appellant, 
vs. 
G-EORGE CHA"\fBER.S ...-L.""'\D 
T~-\ C Y CHA1fBER.S, His 
Wife, E. S. CHA.MBERS, a 
Single :llanJ BER.THA POlL-
SEX, as Guardian of ADELL 
IDA POlLSEX. a Minor, 
DAVID J. "WEEKS. and 
).fARY \\'"EEKS. His Wife, 
Defendants and Respondent~. 
ABSTRACT OF RECORD 
COMPLAINT 
(TITJ_JE OF COl!RT AND CAUSE). 
1 The plaintiff complains of the defendants, 
and each of them, and for cause of action 
alleges : 
1. 
That plaintiff is a corporation organized under 
and existing by virtue of the laws of the Sta t~e 
of Utah, as a municipal corporation, and that 
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2 
pursuant to the laws of the State . of Utah, 
plaintiff has vested in it the right and power 
of eminent domain for the purpose of acquiring 
rights of way for the purposes hereinafter siet 
forth. 
2. 
That the defendant Bertha Poulsen is the duly 
appointed, qualified and acting guardian of 
.J.\.dell Ida Poulsen, a minor, and that Tacy 
Chambers, one of the defendants herein, is the 
\Vife of George Chambers, ana• that the de-
fendant E. S. Chambers is~ an unmarried man; 
that Mary W·e·eks, one of the 'defendants here-
in, is the 'vife of David J. Weeks. 
3. 
That the defendants David .J. Weeks and ·Mary 
Weeks his wife, and each of them, are the own-
ers of the following de·scribed land situated in 
Cache County, Utah: 
Beginning at a point 1320 feet South and 
800.9 feet East from the Northwest corner 
of the Northeast quarter of Section 35 T 
13 North Range 1 East Salt Lake Base 
1feridia.n; thence North 1 degree 30 min-
utes East 1320.6 feet; thence East 16.5 
feet; thence South 1 degree 30 minutes 
''Test ] 320.6 feet; thenc.e West 16.5 :De·et to 
the point of beginning, containing one-half 
acre more or less. 
And that the land~ abo-v-E~ described are part 
and portion of a larger tract of land, but that 
the acqui:ringo of the ri~tht of way, as herein-
after ~et forth, over th0 'lanos a hove described, 
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3 
"ill not, in any \Yay, injur-e the reinaining trn.ct 
of land. 
4. 
That the defendants, l1t\l)rge Cluunbers and 
Tacy Chambers, his \Yifl\ and eaeh of them, and 
E. S. Chambers, a ~ingle man, are the owners 
of the follo"ing described land situated in 
Cache County, l~tah: 
Beginning at a point 835.5 feet East from 
the X orth,Ye~t corner of the Northeast 
quarter of Section 35 Township 13 North 
Range 1 East Salt Lake Base Meridian; 
thence X orth 1 degree 30 minutes East 
8::25.~ fee-t; thence East 16~5 feet; thence 
South 1 degree 30 minutes \\est 825.2' feet; 
thence \Yest 16.5 feet to the point of be-
ginning and containing 50 square rods 
more or less. 
And that the lands above described are part 
and portion of a larger traet of land) but that 
the a(X}uiring of the right of way, as herein-
after set forth, over the land'S abov~ described, 
will not, in any way, injure the remaining tract 
of land. 
5. 
That the defendant Bertha Poulse-n, as guar-
dian of the estate of AdPli Ida Poulsen, a minor 
and the said Adell Ida Poulsen are the owners 
of some right .. title or interest in 'Raid property 
in this -parag-raph described, which said in-
terest, defendant alleges to be a mortgage. 
The exact amount of the indebtedness inc..irred 
by said mortg-age. bein_gr unknown to thrs -plain-
tiff, and for that reason this plaintiff does not 
allege the amount thereof. -
7. 
That all of said Jande;: Hhov,a deRcriher1 and 
hereby sought· to be acquired by the right of 
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4 
eminent domain, lies within the boundaries of 
Cache County, Utah. 
8. 
That the plaintiff herein i·s the owner of a cer-
tain culinary water system which supplies the 
inhabitants of the plaintiff with culinary water 
by means of a system of pipes connecting cer-
tain springs with the individual homes of said 
inhabitants and that said water system, as now 
constructed, is inadequate to supply the needs 
of ·said inhabitants, a.nd that in order to supply 
said needs in a reasonably adequate manner and 
in order to provide facilities for protection 
against fire, v\rithin the boundarie's of plaintiff, 
it has become necessa1·y and proper for the 
plaintiff to construct a new pipe-line connect-
ing certain ·springs now owned by the plaintiff, 
with the wat,er system of the plaintiff, ,vhich 
springs are intended to and will furnish water 
sufficient to supplement the inadequate supply 
of water now o'vned by the· plaintiff and avail-
able for the use of its inhabitants thereof. 
9. 
That on the 15th day of June, A.D. 1937, the 
Board of Trustees of the plaintiff made and en-
tered a resolution by which said resolution it 
was determined by said Board of Trustees that 
it was necessary to acquire the rights of 'vay 
above described together 'vith other rights of 
way not in said resolution referred to. That 
all of the parcels of land above described are 
al~o deserihed by map a\ttache·d ·hereto and 
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5 
marked Exhibit .L\, and is hereby Inade a part 
of thi~ complaint. 
10. 
That it is propo'Sed to t'XCaY n te a. trench over 
~d across the lands above described to a depth 
of approximately 4 fe~t and to lay in the bottom 
of said trench, a pipe-line across said lands a:s 
abo\e set forth, "-lrieh said trench will then be 
filled in as said pipe is so laid. That for the pur-
pase of constructing and maintaining said pipe 
line, it will be necessary, during the construc-
tion of the same, to pass across said lands with 
vehicle·s of \arious kinds loaded \\ith pipe and 
other supplies, but that work and labor will be 
done in a reasonably adequate manner and with 
the least possible damage to the lands of the 
defendants ; 
That after said pipe-line is con·structed, and iil 
case said pipe-line shall at any time> become out 
of repair, it will be necessary for plaintiff to 
. have the right to enter upon said lands for the 
purpose of making ·said repairs. 
11. 
That the project above referred to is a public 
project and that plaintiff is now in the ,process 
of constructing the same at other points. in its 
sy~tem, and that plaintiff has attempted to buy 
the ri2'hts of wav above referred to but that de-
..__ ~ 
fendants have refused and do now refuse to 
sell the same; and that plaintiff is able and 
willing to pay a reasonable compensation for 
tb0- damages done to the lands of the defend-
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6 
ants and each of them, in the construction of 
said proposed project. 
12. 
That in order to facilitate the construction of 
said project, it is necessary that the court grant 
to the plaintiff the right to immediately~occupy 
the said premises pending the determination of 
the above entitled action, so that said work can 
be continued without unnecessary and expen-
sive delays and that said occupancy be granted 
without requiring bond of said plaintiff. That 
a date be set for the hearing of ·said application 
of plaintiff for the right of immediate oc-
cupancy. 
WH-mR.EF'O·RE, plaintiff prays first. that 
the conrt give judgment to the plaintiff against 
the defendants, and each of them, in eminent. 
domain condemning and granting to plaintiff 
all the rights, title and interest of every nature 
of said premise~ de·scribed he·rein and required 
for said public purposes .and uses. 
That the court ascertain the values of the 
property sought to be condemned and every part 
and parcel of'the same, and each and every sep-
arate estate or inte~e·st therein; that the court 
assesses the damages which will accrue to the 
proportions severed from that parcel herein de-
scribed and "rhich forms a part of the greater 
parcel and assess the benefits which will accrn(? 
to the defendants, and each of them, beeau·sP 
of the improvement~ constructed upon said 
property. · I · , ·f 11 : 
YOUNG & BUT1LEN, 
Attorneys for Plaintiff. 
'r PrifiP.d ,Jnnp 22. 1937. 
"FilPd .Tune 23, 1937. 
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ANSWER 
('l'l'l'LE OF COUR1' AND OAUSE). 
27 Come no"· the defendants, George Cham-
bers and Tacy Chambers, his wife, and for 
separate answer to the plaintiff's complaint 
herein admit, deny and allege as follows: 
1. 
Admit that the plaintiff is a municipal cor-
poration organized and existing under the 
la-ws of the State of Utah. 
2. 
.Admit and allege that these defe1Wants are 
the O\vners of the following described prop-
erty in Cache County, Utah, towit: 
The Xorthwest Quarter of Section Twenty-
five, Towrrship Thirteen North, Range 
One East of the Salt Lake Meridian, con-
taining 160 acres. .Also, the South Fifty 
Rods of the Southeast Quarter of Section 
Twenty-six. Township Thirteen North, 
Range One East of the Salt Lake Meri-
dian, containing 50 acres ; 
and admit and allege that the pipe-line of the 
plaintiff extends acrO'ss their said lands for a 
distance of approximately 100 rods but these 
defendants are without sufficient information 
to fonn a belief as to the correctnes·s of the 
said description in paragraph three of the 
said complaint and upon information and he-
lief denv that the same is a correct descrip-
tion thereof. 
3. 
Admit that the ri~ht of wav or ca·sement de-
scribed in thP comnlaint takP~ onlv a portion 
or nart of a lar!!er tract of land. These de-
Fe.ndants are without ~ufficient information to 
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form a belief as to the other matters alleged 
in the complaint, and therefore, deny on ·in-
formation and belief each and every other 
allegation contained in the complaint 
BY ·WAY OF FURTHER AND SEPARATE 
ANSvVER TO THE SAID COMPLAINT 
THESE DEFENDANTS ALLEGE AS 
FO·LLOWS: 
1. 
That ever since the ye:ar 1913 the plaintiff ha;s 
been and now is the owner of a right of "ray 
across these defendants' property for the pur-
pose of conducting its water pipe -line used 
in I its culinary water- works syste·m to 
conduct w.ater to the Town of Hyde Park. 
and to these defendants, which ·said right 
of way is fully capable of taking care of 
the defendants out of the water rights and de-
poration. That for 50 rods of the above de-
.... J scribed pipe-line, they are using the identical 
right of way so owned hy the plaintiff, and 
that sinee the c.ommencement of this proceed-
ing they have taken un the· old pipe-line and 
laid a new pipe-line in the ·same place. 
2. 
That the Town of Hyde Park are thP owners 
of sufficient waters to supply the inhabitants 
thereof and these defendants witl1 culinary 
water in aceordance with the agreem~nt here-
inafter set out, and these defendants further 
allege that the real purpO'se of this proceeding 
is to acquire and otherwise deprive, these de-
fendants of the use of their water rig-hts 1n 
the said pipe-line a~ hPreina.fter described. 
3. 
That it rtnpP-ars from the conduct of the plain-
tiff that the real purpose of this condemnation 
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proceeding is to abandon its for1ner right of 
"~ay and ea~ emeut, and that if so the said 
abandonment is not mnde in good faith but for 
the ulterior purpose and n1otiYe of cheating 
the defendant out of the "~ater rights and de-
stroying and defeating these defendants' 'va ter 
rights a'S hereinafter described, and acquiring 
and depriYing these defendants of the use of 
the same. That for these reasons, plaintiff 
ought not to be pernlitted to continue this pro-
ceeding but the same ·should be dismissed. 
FOR A THIRD ~-\XD Fl~RTHER. SEPA-
RATE .A.XS\rER. TO THE SAID CO~I­
PLAINT, THESE DEFE~"'DANTS AL-
LEGE AS FOLLOWS : 
1. 
That ihe predecessors in interest of these de-
ft?rcl:~nts for many years prior to 1913 were 
the o-wners of and had placed to beneficial use 
the culinary and stock-watering purposes, by 
the use of a small stream conducted through 
ditches from said springs and from the creek 
of Birch Creek in Birch Canyon near the 
properly of these defendants, and that these 
defendants and their predecessors in interest 
had diverted sufficient water from Birch Creek 
and thP ·said spring~ each and every year, in 
excP~s of 2!1 years. for culinary, domestic and 
stock-waterin!Z' -purposes and to irrig"ate a smali 
~arden on the ~aid premi~e's, and that these 
defendants' predecessors in interest re·sided 
nuon the sajd nremi~p·~ for approximately 6 
years until the year 1920. 
2. 
'rhat on or ahont thP -vP.nr 1913 thP officer~ of 
thP Town of Hyde Park were desirous of ob-
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LO 
taining water for culinary and domestic pur-
poses for their town, and well knowing that 
Robert Reid and John p·. 'roolson, predecessors 
in interest of these defendants, was the owner 
of the said water rights in Birch Creek, as 
aforesaid, represented to the said Robert Reid 
and John P. Toolson that for the purpose of 
saving water wasted in running through the 
said ditch and for the right of v;,-ay to conduct 
the water across the said land·s they would be 
willing to pipe the water from Birch Canyon 
through and across the premises of the said 
Robert Reid and '-John P. Tool~on, now the 
premises of these defendants, and for and in 
consideration of the surrender of the said 
water rights and easement or right of ·way 
for such pipe-line and the use of the water 
saved as afore-said, th2 Town of Hyde Park 
would furnish the defendants' predecessor in 
interest, Robert Reid and John P. Toolson. 
,vith a~ tap to be used on the said premises to 
furnish water for culinary and domestic and 
stock-watering- purposes. 
=~. 
That thereu_pon the said Robert Reid and John 
P. Toolson, relying up:on the said representa-
tions, entered into an agree1nent ·with the ·said 
Town of Hyde Park, by the terms of ,vhich the 
said R~obert R.eid granted to plaintiff the right 
to construct the said pipe-line across the said 
premises and convey the ·said water to the Town 
of Hyde Park for ~ulinary purposes, for ,vhich 
the Town of Hyde Park promised) and a,~reed to 
supply the said Rlohert Reid a.nd John P. Tool-
son, free of charge, a tan in the said pipe-line 
together with the right tn uRe ·sufficient water 
from the ~aid tap for c.ulinary., domestic and 
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stock-""8.tering purpo~es upon the said prem-
ises. and that pur~uant to the ·~aid agreement 
thl~ To"'"D of Hyde Park did, during the 
year 1911, construct said pipe-line ru1d con-
\ey the said "-aters throug-h the san1e oYer the 
said premise·s and did furnish Robert Reid and 
John P. Toolson and these defendants since 
they becan1e o"WDers of the said premises, wat-
ers from the said tap for the said purposes, 
and that the.se defendants and their predeces-
sors in interest Robert R·eid and John P. Tool-
son, hRve e\er since the year 1911. openly, con-
tinuously. adversely. and under claim of right, 
used the said tap and the wafers flowing there-
from in an amount of approximately two gal-
lons per minute for culinary, domestic and 
stock-watering purposes. 
4. 
That the plaintiff ha-s now constructed a new 
pipe-line over their proposed right of way ap-
parently sought to be condemned herein, and 
have declined and refused to furnish these de-
fendants a tap or to pennit these defendants 
to take any water from the said pipe-line, and 
that the plaintiff is by the'Se proceedings at-
tempting not only' to take the said right of way 
but to acquire, take and destroy these defend-
ants' water right as aforesaid. 
5. 
That the said described property consrsts of 
two separate tracts of approximately'125 acres 
of arid land suitable for pasture and cultivation 
purposes and of gTeat value for· pa:sture pur-
poses with the said water right, and particu-
larly in the sprin~ and fall of each year, but 
that without the ~aid water right it is neces-
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12 
sary to haul water to the ·said lands for culinary 
purposes a distance of 2¥2 miles, and ,there is 
no other water available on the said premises 
for stock-watering and culinary purpO'ses and 
that the said lands for pasture purposes are; 
practically valueless, and that the loss of the 
said culinary water right likewi·se very greatly 
depreciates the value of the said lands for 
farming purposes as vvell as pasture purpose·s 
and that as a result of abandoning the old 
pipe-line. and depriving these defendants of 
their water rights and in the construction of 
the new pipe-line, and the refusal of the plain-
tiff to permit these defendants to take water 
therefrom, these defendants will be· greatly 
damaged and that the damage to the property 
taken, including the said water rights, 'vill be 
the. sum of $1000.00 and that the amount of the 
damage to the property not taken, a.s the result 
of the taking in the construction of th~ said 
pipe-line will be the· sum of $2500~00. 
6. 
These defendants no"r tender and offer to grant 
to plaintiff the right of way across the said 
property without compensation, providing that 
the plaintiff will install for the use and benefit 
of these defendants a tap on their water pipe-
line in substantially the same condition as they 
have he·en using for more than 2·5 years, last 
past. 
WHEREFORE, defendants pray: 
1. 
That thi·s court adjudge and decree that these 
defendants are the owners of the right of suf-
ficient water from a tap on their premises from 
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the plaintiff's "·ater pipe-line to furnish do-
me8tie "~ater for culinary, drinking and stoek-
w·atering purposes, and that tltis court further 
make its order and decree that it i~ not neces-
sary or proper for the plaintiff to eondemn the 
said water' right& or any part thereof, and· that 
this court order and direct the said plaintiff to 
furni8h these defendants the said \\~aters as 
aforesaid. 
2. 
That this court make and enter its order that it 
is not necessary for the plaintiff to condemn the 
said right of -way described in the said complaint 
and adjudging that the plaintiff has no right 
to condemn the same. 
3. 
That if the court permits the condemnation of 
the said property, then that the court :fix the 
value of the properly taken from these defend-
ants in the sum of $1000.00, and that the court 
fix the damages suffered by these defendants 
as a result ·of the said taking to the property 
not taken, in the sum of $2500.00. 
These defendants pray for general and equit-
able relief. 
M. C. HARRIS, 
Attorney for Defendants 
George Chambers and 
Tacy; Chambers, 
His Wife. 
V eri:fied J nne 24, 1939, 
Filed J nne 28, 1939 . 
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AMENDED ANSWER 
('l1ITLE O:E1 COURT AND UA-USE). 
21 Comes now the defendants, David J. 
Weeks and Mary Weeks, his wife, and for an 
amended separate answer to the plaintiff's 
complaint herein ~dmi t, deny and allege as fol-
lows: 
1. 
Admit that the plaintiff is a municipal corpor-
ation organized and existing under the laws 
of the State of Utah. 
2. 
Admit and allege that these defendants are 
the o'vners of the f ollowir~g described property 
in Cache 'County, Utah, towit: 
Beginning at the Northeast Corner of the 
Northwest Quarter of Section 36, Town-
ship 13 North, Range 1 East of the Salt 
Lake Meridian, 1·unning thence South 160 
rods; thence West 130 rods; thence North 
80 rods ; thence \f\T est 30 rods ; thence 
North 40 rods ; thence E:ast 80 rods; thence 
North 40 rods; thenc·e East 80 rods to the 
p~lace of beginning, containing 125 acres. 
Also, Beginning at the N orthea.st Corner 
of said Section 36 and running thence 
West 160 rods to the Northeast Corner of 
the Northwest Quarter of Section; thence 
South 72· rods to North Bank of Creek; 
thence Northeasterly along Creek to a point 
20 rods South of the place of beginning; 
thence North 20 rods to the place of hegin-
nin,g, containing 46 acres. 
Also, The North Half of the Northeast 
Quarter; and the East 45 Rods of the South 
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Half of the Northea~t Quartt'r; and rrhe 
Xorthea~t Quarter of the ~outht'a~t Quar-
ter of 8eetion ~i:l. rrn\Yll~hip 1~~ North, 
R.ange 1 Ea~t of the Salt Lnke Meridian; 
across which extends the pipeline apparently 
intended to be described in paragraph three of 
the said eomplaint, but the~e defendant8 are 
without suffi(·ient information to fonn a be-
lief as to the correctness of the said description 
in paragraph three oi said complaint, and upon 
information and belief deny that the same is 
a correct description thereof, and a.dmi t that 
the right of way or easement takes only a part 
and portion of the larger tract of land. 
These defendants are without sufficient infor-
mation to form a belief as to the other matters 
alleged in the complaint and therefore deny on 
information and belief each and every other 
allegation contained in the complaint. 
BY \\ AY OF FURTHER ~-L.\D SEPARATE 
ANSWER TO THE SAID CO·MPLAINT 
THESE DEFE~l)A..\TS ALLEGE AS 
FOLLOWS: 
4. 
That ever since the year 1911 the plaintiff has 
been and now is the owner of a right of way 
across the _property of these defendants above 
described for the purpose of conducting and 
maintaining its water pipeline used to conduct 
a culinary water system for the purpose of 
furnishing water to these defendants and thP 
people of the town of Hyde Park~ which said 
right of way is and was fully capable of takingo 
care of all of the requirements of the plaintiff 
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corporation, and that it i~ therefore totally and 
wholly unnecessary for the plaintiff to resort 
to condemnation p~roceedings to condemn such 
a right of \Vay. 
5. 
That the Town of Hyde Park are the owners of 
sufficient waters to supply the inhabitants 
thereof and these defendants with culinary 
water in accordance with the ~greement here-
inafter set out and these d2fendants further 
allege that the real purpose of this proceeding 
is to acquire and otherwise deprive these de-
fendants of the use of their water rights In 
the said pipeline as hereinafter described. 
6. 
These defendants are informed .and belie:ve, and 
therefore allege that the real purpose of this 
condemnation proceeding by the plaintiff is a~1 
attempt to abandon its former right of way 
and easement, and is not made in good faith 
but is for the ulterior purpose and motive of 
depriving these defendants of their water rights 
as hereinafter described and acquiring the right 
to the use of the same by this plaintiff, and, 
therefore the. plaintiff ought not to he permitted 
to continue this proceeding but that the same 
should he ~dismissed. 
FOR .l\ THIRD AND FURTHER SEP AR.A TE 
ANSvVER TO THE SAID COMPLAINT, 
THESE DEFENDANTS ALLEGE AS 
FOLLOWS: 
7. 
That these defendants . during the year 1886, 
entered upon the property above described and 
homesteaded 160 acres thereof, and in the year 
1887 constructed a ditch to the springs in Birch 
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CanyiJll, the \Yatt'l'~ t)J "·hich eanyon art~ now 
used to supply culin~1ry \Yatt.'r through tltp pipe-
line dest:ribed in the plaintiff'~ complaint, tUld 
these defendants diYt'l't.t•d from the said. ~pring~ 
through the ~aid ditch ~utlieit\nt \\·aters onto 
tlieir homestead property for eulinary. donles-
tic and stock-watering purpo~e-~ 'and to irrigate 
a garden, and liYed upon the said property froin 
1887 until 18~13,. and each and eYt•ry year ap-
propriated and us0d the said \Yaters through 
the said ditch for the purposes· aforesaid. 
8. 
That during the period of time last above men-
tioned these defendants also constructed a ditch 
highe:· up on the mountain and appropriated 
waters from the said Birch Canyon and the 
said Birch Springs for irrigation, stock-water-
ing and cu.lin.ary purposes on their said land 
each and every year up until the year 1911, 
except that in \ery dry seasons, late in the. fall 
of some years~ it was necessary and they did 
drive their cattle to the said springs .for stock-
watering purposes when there was not suffi-
cient water to run tl1rough the said ditch for 
said purposes . 
9. 
That on or about the year 1911, the officers of 
the Town of Hyd2 Park 'vere desirious of ob-
taining water for culinary and domestic pur-
poses, and represented to the-se defendants 
that for the purpose of saving the water wasted 
in n1nning through the sair1 ditch, they would 
be willing to pipe the water through and across 
the premises of these defendants, B,nd for and 
in consideration of the rizht of way of Ruch 
pipe-line and for the use of the water saved 
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as aforesaid the plaintiff would furnish the 
defendants -vvith -vvater taps to be. used on the 
said premises to furnish water for culinary 
and domestic and stock-vva.tering purposes. 
10. 
That thereupon these defendants, relying upon 
the sai~d representations entered into an agree-
ment, by the terms of which, the defendant 
granted to the plaintiff their said water rights 
and the right to construct ihe said pipe-line 
and convey the said water to the town of Hyde 
Park for culinary purposes in consideration of 
which the town of Hyde P·ark promised and 
agreed to supply these defendants a tap in the 
said pipe-line together with the right to us~ 
sufficient water from the said tap for culinary. 
domestic and stock-\vatering purposes upon thr. 
·said premises, and thcreup·on the said Town 
of Hyde Park, pursuant to the said agree1nen+, 
during the years 1910 and 1911 did construct 
the said pipe-line and convey the said waters 
through the same over thP. ~aid premises, and 
ever since the said time have supp~lied these 
defendants with said waters, and that ever 
since the said year 1911~ these defendant~ 
have openly, continuously, adversely and under 
rlaim of right used the said ta·p ann the water 
flowinlY" therefrom in the amount of 2 gallon~ 
p~r minute for culinarv, domestic and stock-
watering purposes. 
10-A 
That from time, to timel since 1913, plaintiff has 
improved Raid culinary water system by ac-· 
quiring and nsin.g different and additional 
springR jn Birch Canvon, and on or about the 
year 1934 the plaintiff chang-ed its point of di-
version and moved its "rater line to a sprin~?· 
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higher up in BirL·h l \1.nyon, and at said time 
there arose a eontrtJYer~y bet,veen the Stuith-
., 
field Irrig·ation Company on the. one part and 
the hyd~ Park To"11 on the other part, and 
that on or about thet ~2nd day of January) 1935 
the plaintiff and the Smithfield Irrigation Com-
pany entered into an agreement by the terms 
of which plaintiff con1pany acquired ~··~ c. f. s. 
of the waters of the '3aid spring situated in 
Birch Canyon in Cac.he County, State of Utah 
and more particularly de~cribed as follows: 
That certain spring "-hich is 11851 feet 
Ea5t and 2288.2 feet Xorth from the Cache 
Xational Forestry .... LLarker No. 68 "Thich is 
located 2427 feet South from the North-
east Corner of Section 24, Township 13 
X orth. Range 1 East of the Salt Lake Base 
~-nd Meridian ; 
in consideration of ·which the plaintiff quit-
claim~d and surrendered to the Smithfield Ir-
rigation Company all its right, title and in-
terest in and to the balance of the waters of 
the said spring and all other waters in Birch 
Canyon, including the waters granted by the 
defendants herein to the plaintiff during the 
year 1911 as aforesaid; 
And thereupon the plaintiff constructed its said 
pipe-line up to the said last described spring 
and conducted the water for its culinary system 
thereafter from the said spring and continued 
to furnish water to these defendants during 
all of thP said time until the commencement of 
this action, from said spring and pipe-line, and 
that if the plaintiff is permitted now to aban-
don their contract with these defendantg the 
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defendants will be then wholly deprived of the 
consideration by the delivering to the plaintiff 
for which they received the said culinary \Vater 
for the past 25 years, and will be drunaged ac-
cordingly as hereinafter set out. 
11. 
That the plaintiff has now constructed a new 
pipe-line over their proposed right of way ap-
p1arently sought to be condemned herein, and 
have declined and refused to furnish these de-
fendants a tap or to permit these defendants 
to take any water from the said pipe-line, :and 
that the plaintiff is hy th2se proceedings at-
tempting no't only to take· the said right of way 
but to acquire, take and destroy these defend~ 
ants' water right as aforesaid. 
12. 
That the above described property consists of 
266 acres of arid lands suitable for pasture 
purposes and of great value for pasture pur-
poses with the said water riglit, but that there 
is :no other 'vater available on the said prernises 
and that \vithout the said water right the said 
lands are valueless for pasture purposes, and 
ihat as a result of the abandoning of the old 
pipe-line and these defendants' water rights 
and in the construction of the new pipe-line 
and the refusal of the plaintiff to per1nit these 
defendants to take water therefrom these de-
fendantR \vill be greatly damaged, and that the 
damage to the property taken hy these pro-
ceedings ~rill be the su1n of $.2000.00 and ·that 
the amount of the damage to the property not 
taken, as a result of the taking a.nrl construe·· 
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$3,500.00. 
13. 
These defendants no"· tender and offer to grant 
to the plaintiff :the right of "·ay across the said 
property without compensation, providing that 
the plaintiff will install for the use and benefit 
of these defendants a tap on their "·ater pipe-
line in substanti:1lly the same condition as they 
have been using for more than 25 years rast 
past. and these defendants offer and agree to 
install such modern equipment as will prevent 
any unnecessary \\aste of water. 
BY \Y .. A.Y OF FL"'"RTHER ANSWER, AND 
SPECIAL DAMAGES, THESE DE .. 
FEXD.A...\TS ...llLEGE AS FOLLOWS: 
14. 
That during the season of 1939 the plaintiff 
has wilfully and unlamully and in violation of 
its contract deprived these defendants of the 
use of any culinary water from the said pipe-
line and that it has been necessary for these 
defendants to daily drive their cows a distance 
of 2:1_4 miles to water, to their special damage 
in the sum of $2.00 per day. 
WHEREFORE, defendants pray as follo .. ws: 
1. 
That this court adjudge and decree that these 
defendants are the owners of the right of suf-
ficient water from a tap on their premises from 
the plaintiff's water pipe-line to furnish ~o­
mestic water for culinary, drinking, and stock-
watering purposes, and that this court further 
make its order and decree that it is not neces-
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sary or :Proper for thf1 plaintiff to condemn the 
said water rights or any part thereof, and that 
this court order and direct the said plaintiff to 
furnish these defendants the said waters as 
aforesaid. 
2. 
That this court make and enter its order that 
it is not necessary for the plaintiff to condemn 
the said right of way described in the said 
complaint and adjudging that the plaintiff has 
no right to condemn the same, and that this 
action be dismissed hence at plaintiff '·s costs. 
3. 
That if the court permits the condemnation of 
the said property, then that the court fix the 
value of the property taken from these defend-
ants in the sum .of $2000.00, and that the !Court 
fix the damages suffered by thes·e defendants 
as a. result of the said takin~ to the property 
not taken, in the sum of $3,500.00. 
4. 
That the court award these defendants their 
speeial damages in the sum of $2.00 per day 
from May 2, 1939 to date of judgment herein. 
Thes,e, defendants pray for general and equit-
able relief . 
M. C. HARRIS, 
Attorney for Delfendants David J. Weeks 
and Ma.ry Weeks, His \\rife. 
·v eri:fied June 24, 1939 . 
Filed June 27, 1939. 
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REPLY TO THE ANS,YER OF THE DE-
FENDAXTS GEORGE CHAMBERS 
~\XD T ACY CIL-L\fBERS. 
(TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE). 
17 Comes now the above named plaintiff, and re-
plying to the ans,Yer of the aboYe named de-
fendants a.dmits, alleges and denies as follows: 
1. 
Plaintiff admits that since the year 1910 this 
plaintiff used a certain right of 'Yay through 
the lands of the defendants above mentioned, 
and in this connection plaintiff alleges~ that said 
right of way became unfitted for the use of this 
plaintiff for the reason that the same was not 
a direct route, and for said reason this plaintiff 
abandoned said right of way on or about the 
last n1entioned year. 
2. 
Plaintiff denies generally and specifically 
each and every allegation of the further and 
separate answer of the said defendants ex-
cept only that plaintiff admits that it con-
structed a pipe line across the lands belong-
ing to the defendants on or about the year 
1910. 
3. 
Replying to the third and further separate an-
swer to the said complaint this plaintiff ad-
mits and alleges as follows : Plaintifi.f denies 
that it has sufficient information to fonn a 
belief as to the allegations of said s·eparat~ 
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answer and for said reas~ons and upon said 
grounds, this plain tiff denies gene,rally and 
specifically each and every allegation contained 
in said separate answer except only that plain-
tiff admits that since the year 1910 the plain-
tiff has substantially imp~roved its said water 
system on two or more differeJlt occasions and 
has moved its point of diversion t(! springs 
higher up in Birch Canyon because of the fail-
ure of ·said springs to adequately supply the 
needs of the citizens of the plaintiff Town. 
4 .. 
As an affirmative reply to defend.auts' an-
s\ver, this plaintiff alleges: That if there wa:s 
any agreement as set forth in defendants' an-
swer the said purported agr:e,ement was not in 
writing and that the same wa:s not to be per-
formed within one year, and that the same is 
void and unenforceable by reason of Section 
33-5-4, sub p~aragraph one, commonly knovvn as 
Statute of Frauds. 
5. 
As a separate and second affirmative reply to 
defendant's' answer, this plaintiff alleges that 
the purported agreement referred to in plain-
tiff's complaint, if there was any such agree-
ment, is void and ultra-vires, and that neither 
this plaintiff nor its officers had any power 
to enter into any such a contract, and that the 
same i·s unenforceable because of the provi-
sions of Section 6 of Article 11 of the Consti-
tution of Utah, which reads as follows: 
''Section 6. No municipal corporation, 
shall directly or indire.ctly lease, sell, alien 
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or dispo8e of any \Ynter- \YOrk~, \\·ater 
right~. or ~ource~ of "·nter supply now, 
or hereafter to be O\',·ned or controlled by 
it; but nil such "yatt~r-\Yorks, watt\r right~, 
and ·~ources of "\Vater supply no'" ovtned or 
hereafter to be acquired by any n1unicipal 
corporation, ~hall be preseryed, main-
tained and operated by it for supplying 
its inhabitants with "Water at reasonable 
charges: Provided, that nothing herein 
contained shall be construed to prevent 
any sueh municipal corporation from ex-
changing water right~, or sources of water 
supply, for other water rights or sources 
of water supply of equal value, and to be 
devoted in like manner to the public sup· 
ply of its inhabitants.'' 
6. 
Plaintiff has heretofore offered to convey and 
does hereby offer to convey to the defendants 
all of its right, title and interest in and to the 
pipe line which heretofore conveyed water to 
the farms of the defendants. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that de-
fendants' answer be dismis·sed, and that plain-
tiff have judgment as prayed for in this com-
plaint. 
YOUNG & BULLEN, 
Attorneys for Plaintiff. 
Verified June 24, 1939. 
Filed June 24, 1939. 
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REPLY TO THE AMENDED ANSWER OF 
THE DEFENDANTS DAVID J. WEEKS 
AND MARY WEEKS. 
(Tirl,LE OF COURT AND UAUSE). 
19 Comes now the above nam,ed plaintiff, and re-
plying to the amended answer of the above-
named defendants admits, alleges and denies 
as follows: 
1. 
Plaintiff admits that since the year 1910 this 
plaintiff used a certain right of way through 
the lands of the defendants above-mentioned, 
and in this connection plaintiff alleges. that said 
right of way became unfitted for the uses of 
this plaintiff for the reason that the ·same was 
not a direct route, and for said reason this 
plaintiff abandoned said right of way on or 
about the last-mentioned year. 
2. 
Plaintiff denies generally and specifically each 
and every allegation of the further and sepa-
rate answer of the defendants David J. Weeks 
and 1\{ary Weeks. 
3. 
Replying to the third and further separate an-
swer to the Raid complaint~ this plaintiff admits 
and alleges as follows: Plaintiff denies that it 
ha·s sufficient information to forn1 a belief as 
to the allegations of said separate answer, 
and for said reasons and upon said grounds. 
this plaintiff denie·R g-enerally and specifically 
each and 'every alleg-ation contained in s~~id 
Rep.arate answer except only that plaintiff ad-
n1ih~ that since the year 1910 the plaintiff has 
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substantially nupro\·ed its ~aid "·ater systenl 
on two or more different occasions and ha~ 
Inoved its point of diY~-rsion to springs higher 
up in Birch Canyon bera use of tht'< failure of 
said ·springs to adequately ~upply the needs 
of tha citizens of the plaintiff To"'"n. 
4. 
Replying to the further answer, by way of 
special damages, plaintiff admits. alleges and 
denies as follo"s : Plaintiff denies generally 
and specifically each and every allegation of 
said further answer. 
5. 
As. an affirmati\e reply to defendants' answer 
this plaintiff allege-s: That if there \Yas any 
agreement as set forth in defendants' answer, 
the said purported aoo-reement "~as not in writ-
ing and that the same was not to be performed 
within one year, and that the same rs void and 
unenforceable by reason of Section 33-5-4, sub-
paragraph one, commonly known as Statute of 
Frauds. 
6. 
As a separate and second affirmative reply to 
defendants' answer, thi·s plaintiff alleges that 
the purported agreement referred to in plain~ 
tiff's complaint, if there was any such agree-
ment, is void B.nd ultra-vires, and that neither 
this plaintiff nor its officers had any power to 
enter into any ·such a contract, and that the 
same is unenforceable because of the provisions 
of Section 6 of Article 11 of the Constitution 
of Utah, which reads as follows: 
"Section 6. No municipal corporation. 
shall directly or indirectly lease, sell, alien 
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or dispose of any water -works, water 
rights, or sources of water supply now, 
or hereafter to he owned or controlled by 
it; but all such water-works, water rights:, 
and ·sources of water supply now owned or 
hereafter to be acquired by any municipal 
corporation, shall be .P~reserved, main-
tained and operated by it for supplying 
its inhabitants with water at reasonable 
charges : Provided, that nothing herein 
contained shall be construed to prevent 
any such municipal corporation from ex-
changing water rights, or sources of water 
supply, for other water rights or sources 
of water supply of equal value, and to be 
devoted in like manner to the public sup-
ply of its inhabitants.'' 
,.y 
l. 
Plaintiff has heretofore offered to convey and 
does hereby offer to conv-ey to the defendants 
all of its right, title .and interest in and to the 
pipe-line which heretofore conveyed water to 
the farms of the defendants. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that defend-
ants ' ansvver be dismis·sed, and that pJaintiff 
have judgment as prayed for in its complaint. 
YOUNG & BULLEN, 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
Verified June 24, 1939. 
Filed June 24, 1939. 
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BILL OF .b.JXCEPTIONS 
(Tl'l'LE OF COURT AND CAUSE). 
DAVID J. \YEEl~S, a "~itness called by de-
fendants, testitied H"S follo\vs: 
58 I am one of the defendants and reside at 
Smithfield; am ~3 years old. and have lived in 
Smithfield all n1y life. 
(Thereupon, it ''as stipulated that the de-
fendant Darid J. \Ye-eks was the owner of the 
land described in paragraph :? of his amended. 
answer). 
I first went on the land in 1888; I believe 
in the spring. In those days it was necessary 
to reside on the homestead. \\ e built a house 
and lived there for five year3. I acquired some 
additional land to the 160 acres in the home-
stead. I bought -±5 acres from a Mr. Reid: 
that would be the piece described in SPction 
36, containing 46 acres. I bought the property 
a little south and a little west from ~fr. Jen-
sen. I lived on the property for about 6 years 
with my wife and some of the children. 
70 I tried to dig a well, but found no water. 
We then went over to Birch Creek and took 
out this spring that the Town has. ·we- took 
it out mth the ditch. The ditch wa~ about a 
mile and a quarter long and was constructed 
down to my place. I turned the water in, in 
1888 -the latter part. I raised a little gar-
den ; I didn't have a la rg~ stream ; it was only 
for culinary purposes. There was enough 
water "to run down a corn row, good." 
72 I used a continuoU's stream while I was 
homesteading. In the winter time it froze up 
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and we could not get it over. I drove my 
stock over to Birch Creek. Cattle could go 
over there at that time, but they can't now be-
cause it is fenced up. At the present time I 
have to take my eattlH to the canal, about 80 
rods a.way. My pasture lies in the Dry Canyon. 
And the land that I farm lies below the mouth 
of the canyon. Dry Canyon and Birch Canyon 
are two different canyons. Dry Canyon is the 
one south of the fann lands. 
The lands lie right straight east from the south 
part of Smithfield, and northeast from Hyde 
Park. The spring lies above Smithfield and 
above Hyde Park; that is, in altitude. No 
·streams cross my land, and there is no means 
of my getting water aside from the culinary 
water system, except through the ditch that I 
made. 
73 Five years later, we went further up the 
canyon and took a ditch out for irrigation. We 
didn't have any per1nanent right on that, but 
we used it for irrigation and ;:culinary ]Jur-
poses. After I got the ditch, in low "rater I 
uRed it for watering my stock. After I got 
my ditch on my place, I used the continuous 
stream. I am referring to the last ditch. I 
abandoned my lower ditch and told the Hyde 
Park people that they ought to have that for 
a water system. 'That ditch went dry once. 
After vve constructed the upper ditch. 
about 1893, I took my ,vater through that ditch. 
We started to negotiate with the SmiThfielrl Ir· 
rigation Company along in 1910, 1911 or 1912. 
B0tween 1893 and 1910 or 1911, I watered my 
rnttle from thP ditch. I had a continuous 
streRm. We made the upper rlitch so that we 
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could irrigate 'vith it; \Ye haye at least two 
second-feet in it no"· '"hen \Yt' u~e it. The 
culinary "-ater bet\Yeen thost' years \\·a~ enough 
for us to get a drink and al~o for the cattle to 
drink. Other neighbor8 of mine use silnilar 
streams of water for culinary purposes. 
77 The upper pa.rt of Birch Canyon is very 
porous. The \Yater runs do"·n nearly a mile 
underground and then ·springs up. 'rhere a.re 
more than t"-o springs~ it then runs down for 
two miles. \\hen there is a lot of water it 
runs over, a part of it sinks and a part of it 
runs on. It sinl-.os all the 'Yay down. I have 
been in Birch Canyon since I ''as four years 
old. During the summer time I would be up 
there nearly every day. The water in the 
canyon usually flows underground and not over 
the ground. In about 1910 some negotiations 
were commenced with Hyde Park, and Hyde 
Park was to construct a culinary system or pipe 
line out of Birch Canyon for part of the water 
of that canyon. 
Some of the officials of the Town came 
and talked -with me. I am not clear as to who 
they were, but Mr. George Daines was one of 
them. I am satisfied that Rast Lamb was a 
member of the town board; also Ren Peterson; 
and there were two or three others. George 
Daines came a long time afterwards . 
81 I do not think the negotiations were put in 
writing. They (the town board) asked if a 
dribble would be enough for our culinary pur-
poses: that is, a dribble throug-h the pipe-line. 
For this, I wa:s to give them a right of way. 
We niet together several times, and the agree-
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ment was that we were to have a dribble, and 
they were to have a. right of way. 
83 They furnished the. tap. They built a grav-
ity line, and the.y put a three-quarter inch pipe 
. into the line. There is a hole in the pipe about 
the size of an eight-penny nail through which 
the water went into the trough. They in-
stalled the trough as soon a·s they got the water 
in the pipe. 
84 About a gallon a minute went through. 
This was done about 1910 or 1911, and the 
water was furnishe~d continuously therea!ter 
until the ·.fall of 1938. During this time, there 
was no complaint of any kind from any officer 
of Hyde Park. 
85 (Thereupon, it wa;s stopula.ted by counsel 
as follows: That about 1913, the plaintiff 
moved up Birch Creek Canyon a short diRtance 
and tapped another set of springs, using both 
this set of ·springs and the one first taken out. 
Then, about 1916 or 17. plaintiff moved further 
up Birch Creek Canyon and tapped a spring 
near the Cache National Forest Line). 
After I got this socalled dribble. I aban-
doned the culinary system I deRcribed. 
86 Whereupon, the following objection was 
made: I 1: : 
MR. YOUNG : I move to ·strike out from 
the answer, the words 'I abandoned it,' on the 
grounds that it is incomp·etent, irrelevant, and 
immaterial; a proper foundation not having 
been ]aid. 
THE COURT: ThP montion is denied. 
I didn't nse it ( thP culinary system), be-
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cause I had tap 'vater for 1ny stoek and Inysell' 
there. 
S'i I used the dribble to \\·ater my cattle. It 
was free to eYerybody. The \Yater \Yas good 
culinary "-ater for both n1an and beast. It was 
much better than "-hat we got through the cul-
inary system. 
88 There was a cap on the tap. They riveted 
the cap on the pipe, to hold the cap 'SO they 
could not monkey with it. There was nothing 
said in any of the conversations about anyone 
hanng a right to discontinue this stream. 
89 \\ e have had no "-ater out of the pipe-line 
during the year 1939 . 
90 It has been necessary for me to drive my 
cattle to water. The 'Season begins in April. 
Since the first of April, it has been necessary 
for me to drive my cattle to water every day. 
91 The fair value would be $2.00 a day. 
92 \\ ... e had no water up there for drinking 
purposes. It is hard to put a value on the use 
. of the water, when yon want to drink it. 
CROSS - EXAMINATION: 
93 Birch Canyon run·s ea..c;;t and west. The 
head of the canyon is east. The springs 
tapped . by Hyde Park in 1910 or 11, were 
straight north of Section 35. They were 
right along the bottom of the canyon. There 
was one side spring, and one spring at the bot-
tom of the canyon - right in the creek . 
94 My land i·s located south of this spring-
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P'robably just a little bit west. Chambers' 
land adjoins mine on the north. 
95 Dry Canyon runs east and west, also. It 
runs down through my land. The grade is from 
ea~st to west. We get no water from Dry Can-
yon, except a little in the spring when the snow 
is melting. 
96 The hewd of the ditch which I first con-
structed was right in the creek, by one of these 
springs. This wa~s constructed in 1887. 
97 The ditch went west for some distance-
about thirty rods; the ditch was on the south 
side of the creek; it then turned due south, 
then dipped to the east. 
98 It struck our land 30 or 40 rods above the 
w·est boundary, to where the house was. It 
also struck about 40 rods up in the Chambers 
property. It stopped a.t our house. 
99 I u·sed the ditch for about five years. I 
then abandoned it. I constructed a ditch 
higher up the canyon, about 160 rods. 
100 It ;started in Birch Canyon, on -che south 
side of the creek bed. ·we started this ditch 
right in the creek bed and continued it westerly 
for about 160 rods. This wa:s about 300 feet 
higher in elevation than the old ditch. 
101 It struck the Chambers land. It entered 
the- Hansen land first, and then the Chambers 
land, then it 'vent over to mine. It stopped 
on my land .. 
103 Generally speaking, the upper ditch served 
our purpO'ses after '94. I should say I used 
the lower ditch three or four years after 1894. 
I have not used it since. We have used the 
upper ditch ever since. 
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104 The 'Yater eeases to titn\T in the upper ditch 
about July 1st. Birch C!reek dries up in spots. 
105 Birch (ireek is porous all the 'Yay down. 
The "~ater disappears; this is true all the way 
down the canyon. The 'Yater in Birch Creek 
always flo,ved to our upper ditch. Below our 
ditch, the "~ater 'Sinks at times; the ground is 
porous. 
106 It disappears in the main creek bed pretty 
near every year, in the late season- I mean 
after ..... \.ugust. I have seen it pretty dry on 
July 1st. 
107 In the lower ditch, the w-ater ran all sum-
mer. It got over to my place. This would be 
until it froze up .. 
108 The upper ditch was started in 1893. I 
used the ditches for gardening. This garden 
was large enough to furnish vegetables for 
three or four of us. 
109 The house was located on the- west, right 
close to the center line. I abandoned the lower 
ditch after 1895. I have had no garden after 
that time. 
110 I irrigated from the upper ditch. I am 
still doing everything with the water from that 
upper ditch that I ever did. 
RE-DffiECT EXAMINATION: 
111 We cleaned it out every year and irrigated 
with it. This water runs every ten days. I 
have used it for our cattle and stock-watering, 
but I never take a drink out of it. 
112 The water flows in the ditch just the same 
as it ever did, since 1894. 
113 I abandoned the lower ditch in 1895 or 1896; 
that was a complete abandonment. I got my 
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culinary water during the next fe'v years out 
of the upper ditch. The cattle drank there, 
when it was there. 
114 After I moved from my homestead, I used 
Smithfield water-works water for drinking pur-
poses. Whenever the water i·s in the upper 
ditch we use it for watering our cattle, but it 
is only there once in ten days. Other far-
mers take it the rest of the time. 
115 Me and Reid constructed that ditch our-
selves. Later, I gave other people rights in 
the ditch. They used it for culinary purposes 
too. At the present time, I take my turn in 
that ditch the same as I ~did in 1911. I traded 
a right of way over my land for this tap. I 
did not pay them any money. 
116 I got the tap stream for my right of way 
until the ·spring of 1939; for that I allowed them 
to pass over my la.nd with their pipe. 
117 I have six head of cattle up there at the 
present time. They ai·e all in the mountains. 
My land is all mountains. They have been 
taking them to what they call ''Spring Hollow'' 
to drink. It is acro·ss one quarter and one 
section. There is no fence to prevent my cat-
tle from going to this spring from my land, but 
the hill is pretty stee·p and they have not been 
going up there. I have taken them up there 
118 every day, beginning with the 1st of April 
Altogether, I have been herding twenty-five 
ca.ttle. r go up at about a quarter to three in 
the afternoon and I do not get haek until six. 
All six cows lare milk co,vs. I just milk enoug-h 
for me and the ol~d lady to drink. I don't milk 
119 any of the twenty-five. cows. They don't give 
a:s much milk as they would if they had- a 
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watering trough do'vn there. There are ltiO 
120 acres plus ±0 acres. 
121 'l'he Hyde J>ark hlld Smithfield canal is 
w·e~t of my place about bO rods. l>revious to 
193~, my cattle went down to the ta.p to drink. 
I have had t"~enty-fiYe co,vs at the pasture this 
spring. The boys haYe paid n1e some to drive 
the cattle up to water. I haYe been taking thP 
cows down fron1 the pasture to Smithfield 
each night. I took them up in the n1orning. I 
123 have had six of my own cattle and nineteen be-
longing to my son. I ha\e been taking these 
cattle to the upper field for several years, my-
124 ·self . It takes me about an hour in the morn-
ing to get the cows. Before the water was shut 
125 off, I used to go up at 5 o'clock instead of at 
3 o'clock. It has taken me about two addi-
tional hours since the water was shut off. My 
'Sons are giving me things to live on for the 
use of the pasture. They have been giving me 
126 50c a head for each month. Before 1939, the 
boys did not pay me anything· for driving the 
cows because I had some cows of my own. 
Since 1939, they have been paying me at the 
rate' of 50c per head per month. I have never 
127 received any rental for this land. I have never 
leased it at all. 
JOHN P. TOOLSON, a witneS's called by the 
defendants~ testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMIN .. ~TION: 
My name is John P. Toolson; I reside at 
Smithfield. I am 73 years of age. I have lived 
there all my life. 
On D·ecember 8, 1906, I purchased a fifty-
acre tract of land adjoining the ·weeks land, 
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near Birch Canyon. It is nearer to Dry Can-
yon. I disposed of this land in 1913. I was 
the owner of this tract when the Hyde Park 
128 culinary water system was constructed. I 
don't remember the date. I don't recall which 
officers of Hyde Park came to see me, but 
.some of them ·did. They came for a right of 
way across my lands. In the discussion I 
12.9 asked them for a tap for water. They didn't 
seem to make 1nuch objection. I also asked 
about a trough. We got together on that nlat-
ter. They agreed to give me a tap and put a 
trough in. They fixed the tap on my land. 1 
don't know what kind of a pipe-line they con-
·structed. I was not there. They .also built me 
a trough. The trough. has always been full 
and running over. I don't recall how much 
water there was in it. 
130 I don't recall how long I owned the land 
after the tapt was put i::.L I had cattle up there 
a.t times previou·s to the. time when the tarJ 
was put in my land. There were no fences 
and they watered over at W. 0. Smith's. He 
had a reservoir and water ditch in Birch Can-
yon. W. 0. Smith was east of me.. There ,vas 
nothing said as to whether or not thi·s agree-
ment was a perpetual agreement. 
CROSS - EX .. A.J!INATIO·N: 
131 MR. THUR~1AN: We offer in evidence, 
as part of our cross-examination of Mr. 
Weeks, exhibit A, which i·s an attempted re-
production of "'rha.t we have on the hoard. 
THE COURT: Received. 
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MRS. ~I.A.RY \YEEI~S, called as a "·it.ness by 
the defendants, te8tified as follo"rs: 
hly name is .Mary \Y el\ks and I am the 'vife 
of Dav1d ·\reeks. 1 reeall n1y husband filing on 
160 acres of land; that "~as about the tiule we 
were married. 'y e n1oved up there just as 
soon as ",.e were married. ''T e moved up there 
just as soon as we filed on the home'Stea.d. 
132 \Y e lived up on the farm and built a house 
up there. ·\\ ... e lived there five years, maybe a 
few days over. ~fy husband tried to dig a 
well but could not find water. There was a 
little ~tream that we had that came from Birch 
Canyon. That would be the lower ditch. I 
knew of my husband constructing the upper 
ditch. He watered his cattle like he said he 
did. We moved up there a year after we were 
married, and we were married in 1888. We 
moved up there in 1889. We moved down about 
1894. We raised a small garden. We had a 
133 few chickens. They got their water from the 
same ditch that we did. We had cows while 
we were up there. I know that we had a trough 
np there, but I don't remember when. 
SAMUEL P. XIELSEN, a witness called by 
the defendants, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMIN)~TION: / 
134 Jfy name is Samuel P, Nielsen; I am 75. 
and reside at Smjthfield. I am the person who 
sold the fifty-acre tract to .John P. Toolson. 
I owned it about thirteen vears before I sold it 
to hlm. I am aconainted ;vith David J. Weeks. 
They had cattle 0n their lands . 
135 BPfo-rP th~ nin~-line wa~ constructed. they 
watered the cattle from the Wil1 Smith ditch. 
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I think this ditch was built by Dave Weeks and 
Rast Hansen. 
136 When they were irrigating, they had quite 
a good-sized stream. 
137 vVhereupon, it was stipulated that water 
ha,d run out of the taps from the time they 
"\Vere c:onstructed until the fall of 1938. 
CROSS-EXAMITNATION: 
138 I moved in the neighborhood about 1890. 
I sold my land to Tools on in 1906. I then 
bought it back in 1913. A year later, I sold it 
to Robert Reid. That was in 1914. I re-
member the water back forty years ago. 
139 The upper ditch had been constructed be-
fore I bought my land. I think, then, both 
ditches were being used. I ·don't know when 
Dave Weeks abandoned the use of the. lower 
ditch. The Will Smith ditch was the upper 
ditch. ., : 
140-141 I had a rjght to the lower ditch. I did 
not have any right to the upper one~ 
ALFRED G. RASMUSSEN, a witne·ss called 
by defendants, testified as follows: 
DIRFJCT EXAMINATION: 
142 My name is Alfred G. Rasmussen; I live 
in Smi th:field · and I am 51 ve.ars of age . My 
' . father homesteaded ·somf~ land in th(~ sarne 
ntighb~rhood. I rpca.ll \Vhen vV. (). Smith 
homesteaded. This was the land Mr. Cham-
bers now owns. I started to work on it when 
I wa~s a good - sized boy. 
143, I was born in 1888. I was 16 or 18 years. 
He kept the water running in the ditch all the 
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time. It came fron1 Birch C<u1yon. He neYer 
had n1uch \Yater at ~orne tune~, in tl1e upper 
ditch; at ti.Ines there "~ould not be any. Then, 
of course, " .. e 'vould g-o up and take n1ore as 
the stream eomes down out of the creek. There 
W"as no other place that Mr. Sn1ith could gpt 
water. 
144 The pipe-line did not go across our land. 
lfr. Reid acquired the property :Mr. Toolson 
had. I remember he used to haul 'Yater there 
to drink. He had "ater for the animals but 
he used to haul his drinking "a ter. He hauled 
this water from the tap of Tools on's. 
CROSS - EXA\fiXATIOX: 
145 We hauled water for household purposes. 
Mr. Smith's sheep and cattle were on the upper 
ditch and we did not use it for drinking pur-
poses. 
FOSTER GORDON, a witness called by the 
defendants, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINAITON: 
146 :ll:ly name is Foster Gordon; I was County 
Clerk at one time; I reside at Smithfield. 
147 I am 65 years old. I have been acquainted 
with this neighborhood up there in Birch Can-
yon for some time. I am an officer of the 
Smithfield Irrigation Company. I wa:s not an 
officer in 1912. 
1Vhereupon, defendants offered as an Ex-
hibit, a contract with the Smithfield Irrigation 
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Company. This offer wa.s objected to by the 
plaintiff, and the court admitted it pro forma 
148 After this agreement was made, Hyde Park 
furnished the Smithfield Irrigation Company 
twenty-five shares of the capital stock of the 
Logan Northern Irrigation Company, and they 
have permitted them to connect up with the 
·springs in Birch Canyon . Hyde Bark paid the 
water taxes. on this stock. 
149 The contract was offered in evidence as 
Defendants' Exhibit 2. This offer was ob-
jected to by plaintiff, and the court admitted 
it pro forma. 
150 We claim that one-hundred share·s of the 
Logan Northern Irrigation Company stock will 
approxim:ite between t\vo and two and a half 
second-feet. 
153 The reas.onable rental value of the land 
with the water on, would be $150.00. I doubt 
that it would be possible to rent the property 
without water on it. 
154 l\{r. Weeks and Mr. Chambers got water 
for irrigation there, in turns. They arB not 
·stockholders in the Smithfiel·d Irrigation Com-
pany. They would :fix the turns among them-
selves. It was simply surplus waters. I 
think they got the last of the water thi·s year, 
about July 1st. I don't know anything about 
Mr. \\7eeks' turn. Every tin1e I wPnt up to the 
intake of Hyde Park, they had an overflow. 
155 On the first of July, this year, Birch Creek 
at the mouth mea·sured 3.7 second-feet. Thi~ 
'vas an unusually dry year. This. was meas-
ured at the mouth of Birch Canyon. It would 
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probably be a mile or utile and a half lx'lo"· the 
1911 springs. 
156 I ha\e never seen Birch ( .. reek dry up ex-
cept in the year 1934. 
CROSS-EXAMINA1'lt)N: 
I "Was not an officer in the Irrigation Com-
pany when the 1911 agreement "·as made. I 
knew about it. PreYious to that time, Hyde 
Park had no "·ater rights in Birch Creek Can-
yon. I think that previous to that time, they 
had no water rights at all. 
157 ~s far as I know, they operated no irri-
gation or culinary syste1n. I know they did 
not have one. Smithfield Irrigation Company 
owned all the W"a ters of these springs. These 
are the springs we c-all the 1911 springs, and 
Smithfield Irrigation Company agreed to trans-
fer their rights in the springs if Hyde Park 
would transfer to the Smithfield Irrigation 
Company twenty-five shares of the ·stock in the 
Logan K orthern Irrigation Company. 
158 I do not know "hen they acquired. title to 
this twenty-five shares. Previous to this time 
the 1911 springs would find their way in Birch 
Creek and down the Canyon, and that became 
part of the water which was di·stributed by the 
Smithfield Ir~igation Company. It was con-
sidered at the time, thaf the waters in the 
springs were more valuable than the twenty-five 
shares of stock. 
159 I became acquainted \vith these springs 
about 1899. 
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DAVID J. WEEKS, heretofore called as a 
witness by the defendants, was re-called, 
and testified as follows: 
160 I am not a stockholder in the Smithfield 
Irrigation Company. We took turns in the 
upper ditch, and irrigated the land. Thrs was 
until around the 24th. ·We started as soon as 
the ditch could he. cleaned out. The1 only thing 
we claim, is a surplus right. This irrigation 
method has continued from the beginning. 
After the flush water ·seasons previouR t.o 1.913~ 
we only used the water to water thP ~tofllr and 
for culinary purposes. I didn't have enough 
to run a corn row. .AJfter the Hyde Park sys-
tem "\vas constructed, I didn't drink out of the 
stream any more. The ·stock would water on 
this stream. 
161 W. 0. Smith told me tha,t he had it all 
the time. That was after the Hyde, Park sys-
tem was installed. After it left Smith's)and, 
it came to mine. Mr. Smith let ~enough get 
past to 'va ter my cattle. After the Hyde Bark 
·system was installed, my cattle watered at the 
tap. After that, Mr. Smith did not let the 
water pass. We still have our flush water 
·stream. I would generally have it two days 
and a ha]f out of ten. 
163 Up, until July ls1:, I had a ~,ontinuou~ 
stream, if I wanted it, for stock ,purpO'ses. 
FRED DUOE, a witness-. ca.Hed by the de-
fendants, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXA·MINATION! 
!iy name is Fred Duce; I live In Hyde 
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Park. I \vas the Mayor of Hydt\ I)nrk for the 
years l~l34 and 1~3:l . 
164 I signed the ExhiL,1.t 2. I was Mayor at 
that time. ....\s the ne"· pipe "·as laid in, \\'e 
continued to furnish 'vater to Mr. \Yeek~ and 
Mr. Chambers. for culinary purposes. 
166 :while I was :Mayor. there '" a·s sufficient 
water to let these defendants haYe the tap 
stream. .After we had the extension, " .. e had 
plenty of water; yes :3ir. 
C:UOSS - EXAMlNATION: 
In 1934, we went dry. \\Te didn't have any 
water. \\~ e went dry in 1933. 
167 Our a\erage population is around 735 
people. hr 1934, we extended the pipe-line to 
Miller Spring. \\ e made a contract to get half 
a second-foot of water. 
168 I did net measure the \\ater. I wa·s present 
when the engineer measured it. The engineer 
t{)ld me there was a half a second-foot. It wa~ 
all Greek to me . I do not know the flow of 
water at any time. 
169 I don ~t lmo" what the supply of water was 
in so many feet, prior to 1934. Hyde. Park was 
put on restrictions ; there were some years 
when we had to go on restrictions for watering 
lawns. 
GEORGE C~\IBERS, a witness called by 
the defendants, testified as follows : 
171 I am one of the defendants in this case. 
Thereupon, it was stipulated that the wit-
ness George Chambers, was the owner of the 
land described in hls answer. 
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I reside at Smithfield, and I am 45 years old. 
I have a tap on my land; it wa:s there when 
I went on the land. ·we had a. trou,gh that 
·would hold about two-hundred gallons of 
water. Possibly a gallon a minute came out 
172 of the tap. 
173 There are about 125 acres fenced in, in the 
same field where the trough is located. I re-
ceived fifty-five acres from 1f.r. Reid. On it, I 
raised grain and hay; in the spring and fall 
I also used it for pasturage. 
174 There has been no interference with the 
trough or the tap since I have had the land. 
Only one p~erson ever said anything to 1ne 
about it. That was Ren Peterson; about fif-
teen years ago. He said to me that the stream 
wa·s not a very large one, and that it was re-
corded in the court hous.e- that is, the amount 
of water I was to have. I have made a search 
in the Reco:vder 's Office, but can not find it. 
There is no other \va.ter on the fifty-five acres 
which can be used for the watering of cattle, 
or 'for culinary purposes. I haven't used the 
land this year, because I didn't have the water. 
175 I am a farmer, and I have had experienre 
in renting farms. I know theJ rental value of 
farms. I ha:ve an opinion as to the rental 
value of the land, with the culinary water; 
also, an opinion as to the rental value for pas-
turage purpo·ses, without the water. The dif-
ference in the value would be at least two dol-
lars an acre. If you can find anybody that 
'vould rent the land at all without the water, 
t}1e f:J.ir r~ntal value would not be over $15.00 · 
176 Since 1920, the upper ditch has been used 
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bY llc.tll::'ell brother~. DuYid \ r l'l'k~, and lllY8elf. 
. ' . . 
The three of us receiYed so n1any -sharl~s under 
the l~iiuball decreP. That dL\en_'t' gaYt' nH~ 
one-hundred shares, Mr. \reeks, thirty shares. 
During the flush season. 'Ye "·onld divide the 
water bet"~een ns. "nile "·e haYl' been using 
the water. "~e have neYer allo"·ed any part of 
the stream to go ~o"~ to ~[r. ,,~ eeks for cul-
inary purposes; neither ha\e Hansen brothers. 
Since I went up there. there ha'S been no cul-
inary water in the upper ditch. 
CROSS - EXAMIN.d1.'ION: 
.77 In 1920, I think it was fifty acres of land 
that I bought. Last year, I used the acreag-e 
for hay and grain. I didn't use it this spring 
because I didn't have any water. In 1938, I 
used it for pasturage ; also in the spring of 
1937. I pastured it almost every year . 
. 78 I didn't pasture it in the spring of 1939, 
because I didn't have any water. I didn't 
turn my cattle in there during the spring of 
1939 -at no time after 1938. I would usually 
turn the cattle in there for about a month. I 
have also leased land up there for pasturage 
and paid from $1.50 to $2.50 an acre. I don't 
think I ever paid any less than that . 
. 79 I never took the cap off the tap; there wafY 
never any on while I have been up there. !fy 
tap clogs up every now and then. I have 
talked with members of the Board, and they 
told me-it would be a perpetual stream. I don't 
know, definitely, whether it wa·s a gallon a min-
ute. I think I have rented land at $1.50 an 
. acre from Mr. Thornley. That would be for 
about two weeks. 
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JOHN P. TOOLSON, a witness heretofore 
called by defendants, was recalled, and 
testified· as follows: 
I had a written agreement with Hyde Park 
about this tap. To the best of my 
1
recollection 
I p~laced it on the deed when I disposed of the 
land. I had a written paper, but I don't know 
what you call it. I don't know where that 
paper is, and haven't tried to find it. When 
I sold the land, I took it to the man that made 
out the deed, and I have not s.een it since. ;The 
deed is recorded in the Recorder '·s Office, and 
the contract is on the deed. 
180 Tl1Preupon, there was received in evidence 
181 
"-
11n. following extract from the record of the 
Town of Hyde Pa,rk, from the Minutes of July 
31, 1911 : 
"George Z. Lamb was appointed to install 
watering spouts. for the Smithfield people 
where our p~ipe-line cros·ses their land as 
per agreement of the Board to furnish 
them with water for animals only and 
~dropping stream. '' 
D·efendants rested. 
MOTIO~N FOR NONSlTIT 
Thereupon, plaintiff moved the court to 
grant a nonsuit, and to dismiss the defendants' 
cross-complaint, or the relief sought by the de~ 
fendants under their further defenses or affir-
mative defenses, on the following grounds: 
" . . . we ask for the granting of thi~ mo-
tion separately as to each of the two de-
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fendants, each of the t\Yo g·roups of de-
fendants, lieorge l'ltambt~r~ and his wife 
Tacy Chambers, and E. S. l'hlnnbt.\r~, a 
single man, as the one group; a.nu then the 
next g-roup would be David J. \Y L'eks and 
llary \Y eeks, his "·ife; \Ye ask for a non .. 
suit as against each of these groups of de-
fendants ·~eparntely. on the grounds that 
the defendants, or either group of defend-
ann;, have no right~ at all, no color of title 
to the "Water~ involved in this proceeding; 
that their alleged claimed right is grounded 
upon a contract entered into between Hyde 
Park and the t"Wo groups of defendants in 
about the year 1910 or 1911, and that the 
contract being oral- that is, the contract 
made by the 'Said Town with each of the two 
groups of defendants~ that contract being 
oral, i~ void and unenforceable under Sec-
tion 33-5-4, Revised Statutes of Utah, 1933, 
sub-paragraph 1. That is the first ground. 
The second ground is, that tills contract en-
tered into with each of the two groups of 
defendants, was an attempt on the part of 
the plaintiff, a municipal corporation, tc; 
alienate, sell and dispo~e of a certain por-
tion of its water rights, and that by r~ a·son 
of that fact, the said contract is void and 
unenforceable under the provisions of the 
Constitution of this State, under the pro-
visions of Section 6, Article 11, of the Con-
·stitntion of the State of Utah.'~ 
182 THE COURT: The motion for non-snit 
may be denied at this time. 
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REUBEN A. PERKES, a witness called by 
the plaintiff, testified as follows: 
183 My name is Reuben A. Perkes. I was a 
member of the Town Board of Hyde: Park in 
1910 and 1911, and again, later, for four years. 
In 1910 and 1911 negotiations were under way 
to obtain rights of way fron1 the defendants in 
this case. I participated in the exchange of 
rights with the Smithfield li'rigation Company; 
these negotiations culminated in the contract 
which has been introduced in evidencH in thi~.; 
case. 
We made an examination of the springs at 
the time; the~ summer before, my father, Mr. 
Petersen, and I went up· there. Our primar)' 
purpose was to see whether or not the springs 
were high enough in the canyon to justify our 
acquiring them for Hyde Park, if we c.oulrl 
make the exchange. 
184 Our ·survey showed we could .get in above 
a cliff that was there,into the springs, and then 
to the reservoir where it is at its present site. 
The cliffs were just high enough ·so tha.t we 
could go through the edge of them ; of course, 
they ·had to be blasted. The cliff prevented 
the putting of the ditch so it would reach the 
·Weeks property, exeept only for just one little 
corner. I am wrong in this; I "rould say that 
it was the piece north of there, the piece- that 
Mr. Reid or ~Ir. Toolson owned at the time; 
the ditch would strike the corner of that land. 
185 The ditch came out of the creek, I woulrl 
say, three-quarters of a. hlock below where the 
spring was located, and then went around tbe 
hill and in a southwesterly direction. The 
ditch hit through the corner of the Cha.1ubers 
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property, but did not strike the \Y eeks prop-
ertv at all. 
01 
Thereupon, defendants reopened their cnse. 
EPHRAIM ".,.EEKS, a witness ealled by the 
defendants, testified as follo"·s: 
DffiECT EXAMINATION: 
186 ~[y name is Ephraim \\ eeks. I live in 
Smithfield, Utah, and I am ·"\Vater Master of 
the Smithfield Irrigation Company. I have had 
occasion to n:sit the intake of the Hyde Park 
water-works system. There is a concrete box 
at the head, and a control valve on the inside. 
This control valve is locked. I don't know who 
has the key t{) the box. 
187 -when I have been up there, there has been 
an overflow out of the intake box. I examined 
Hyde Park'·s reservoir on June 25, 1938 and 
found an overflow there. I measured it, and 
found .18 of a second-foot. 
CHOSS - EXAMlNATION: 
. It was at Miller's Spring that the control 
of the water which Hyde Park receives, was 
located. I don't know how much water Hyde 
Park is receiving. 
Thereupon counsel for defendants stated 
that they made no contention that Hyde Park 
was receiving in exce'ss of one-half of a second-
foot of water. 
188 I was at the Hyde P-ark reservoir on J unp 
25, 1938, at four o'clock in the morning. At 
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that time, there would be less call for the water 
than at any other time during the ~day. 
l 89 I made my measuren1ent with a weir. It 
started at four o'clock and continued until 
five. Before four o'clock, the reservoir had 
been filling all night. At four o'clock it was 
overflowing. I only sa\v the overflow once, and 
don't know what the situation was at any 
other time. 
EUGENE SCHAUB, a witness called by tl1e 
defendants, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION: 
190 My name is Eugene Schaub, and I aJ.n an 
engineer. I have had experience in designing 
and constructi~g culinary water systems in 
Cache County. In this community, the a1nount 
of water usually desired by engineers in de'sign-
ing irrigation and culinary water systems, i::; 
two-hundred gallons per capita per day. It is 
my i·dea that that takes care of the require-
ments of a community. 
CROSS- EXAMINA'l'ION: 
191 If we assume that Hyde Pa.rk has an ad-
ditional number of families, and approximately 
ten acres of land in the cemetery, in which a 
large part of it is now placed in lawn grass, I 
would say that two-hundred gallons per capita 
per day, would be enough. I have in mind, 
also, that the school yards occupy a large part 
of a block in lawns, and that at the -present 
time they are keeping a quarter of a block in 
lawn around the church. 
192 I also appreciate that HJide Park is a dairy 
center, and that the livestock population is ab-
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normally hig-h. 1'he lh·e~tock population 1nig·ht 
be, probably, at lea~t t"·ice that of the human 
population.. [ fthink maybe that the 'human 
being may use about eighty gallons; the 1·e·st 
of it 'vould go for irrigation and stock 'vater-
ing. This would be on the assumption that 
there were twice as n1a.ny cattle as hun1an ue-
ings. I haYe no definite statisties as to just 
how much a cow would drink; twenty-five gal-
lons might be about right. 
193 .Altogether, there might be about forty 
acres on the lawns. The general design of the 
system is two-hundred gallons per capita per 
day. I don't know how many acre·s of lawn 
grass there is in Hyde Park. I didn't know 
that. when I made the estimate. I based it 
on general designs. 
195 In Logan, the consumption is 135 gallons. 
For thase who run meters, it would be a higher 
per capita consumption; I think it would go 
about 17 5 to 200 gallons per ca-pita, per day. 
In the Logan system, we get about 8 second-
feet, and there is a population of about 12,000. 
That would run up to about 400 gallons per 
capita.~_ There may be some overflow. Where 
meters are used, the con-sumption is not as 
large. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION: 
197 About 50 percent of Logan are on meters. 
Logan has a few cattle, but not neal"ly th~ 
same as Hyde Park. In Logan, the cattle, 
comparatively ·s-peaking, are negligible. In 
Logan~ I think we use more water for la.wns 
than does Hyde Park: I mean -per capita. 
198 Thereupon, over plaintiff's objection, both 
Mr. Weeks and Mr. Chambers, witnesses here-
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tofore examined by defendants~ were permitted 
to testify that Hy,de Park had never requested 
them to pay anythi~g for the upkeep of the 
water system. 
Defendants again rested~ 
200 Thereupon, plaintiff renewed its motion 
for a non-suit, said motion being as follows: 
"The plaintiff moves for a non-suit in this 
case and a ~dismi·ssal against each of the 
separate groups of defendants, that is, Mr. 
·weeks and his ,vif~ in the one group, and 
the Chambers group in the other, on the 
following grounds: If either1 or if any of 
the defendants in this case, have any rights 
to the waters owned and controlled by 
Hyde Park, that right is grounded upon a 
contract, an oral contract, entered into in 
about the year 1911, under the terms of 
which, according to the testi'mony, H)T!de 
Park agreed to ·supp,lv the defendants with 
a tap and to a perpetual stream of water, 
in consideration of the defendants giving 
Hyde Park a right of way for the pipe-
line over the defendants' ·property; and if 
any such oral agreement "ras entered into 
at that time, it is void for the following 
reasons : First, that it i·s in violation, or 
it come~ within the provisions of Section 
33-5-4~ sub-paragraph 1, Revised Statutes 
of Utah. 19~3, commonly referred to as 
the Statute of Fraud's; that sub-paragraph 
nroviding t.hat the· contract not to be per-
formed within one ye:-1.r must be in writ-
ing; Second, the oral contract that ha~ 
been t0stifiecl to\ is void and not bindjng 
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upon the City under tl1e proVIsions of 
Sootion 6, Article 11, of the Constitution 
of the State of Utah.~' 
THE COURT: The motion is denied. 
CHARLES L. ASHCROFT, a "~itness called 
by the plaintiff, te-stified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION; 
: 201 My name is Charles L. Ashcroft; I reside 
in Hyde Park, and I am forty-eight years old. 
I was Water Master of Hyde Park during 1936 
and 1937, during which time the present water 
line was installed. It was completed in the fall 
of 1937. In the year 1936, \Ye were very short 
of water; we had to put the Town on sprink-
ling hours- two hours a day for sprinkling 
lawns. 
: 202 There is a reservoir that checks some of 
the supply; it is located a quarter of a mile 
east from Hyde Park, or one-eighth of a milP 
east of the City limits. The pressure in the 
water is by mearrs of gravity only. 
' ' : 203 During the summer months of 1936, when 
the people down below were using their lines .. 
W(' could n_ot keep enough pressure in the mains 
to ·supply the upper users . They didn't use 
water on the lawns through the taps, and they 
were also without drinking water. In 1937, 
prior to the completion of the pipe-line, the 
conditions were the same. The new pipe-line 
was completed in the latter part of the sum-
mer; with its completion, matters were helped 
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somewhat. I did not serve as Water 1\faster 
after 1937. 
UROSS . EXAMINATION : 
204 Sprinkling was limited duri11:gi the summer 
for a few weeks, only. We never 'limited them 
to less than two hours a day for sprinkling. 
·we divided the Town into two sections. half 
. ' 
of them got water in the morning, and half of 
them in the afternoon. There have been times 
when the people of HJ?ide Bark could get no 
drinking water. 
205 There a.re no water meters in Hyde P·ark. 
As Water Master, it was my duty to shut off 
·streams that were constantly running. I would 
not say that in all cases the water has been 
shut off. When there is water, there is enough 
pressure to get a stream out of the hydrant. 
It i·s not the case that when there is a lot of 
water in the reservoir, the people in 'the upper 
part of the Town are unable to get water. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION: 
206 When there is water in the reservoir, 
everybody can get it. The upper users would 
be about a quarter of a mile below the reser-
. 
VOir. 
GEORGE Z. LAMB, a witness called by the 
plaintiff, testified as follow''S: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION: 
My name is GeorgP Z. Lamb; I have re· 
sided in Hyde Park all my life; I am 65 year~ 
old. In 1911 I was a member of the Town Board 
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and had something· to do \Yith th0 \vnter qtu\~-­
tion. I was first elected, l believe, in 1910. 
In that year, Hyde Park operated no water 'Sys-
tem. The systen1 "~as started for the inhab· 
itants of Hyde Park in 1911. and the first 
source of supply "~as from the spring'S that 
went into Birch Creek. The springs 'Yere ac-
quired from the Smithfield Irrigation District, 
Hyde Park giving therefor twenty-five shares 
of stock in the Logan X orthern Irrigation Com-
pany. At the time "-hen negotiations com-
menced, Hyde Park did not own any shares 
in the Logan X orthern Irrigation Company. 
1 1 1 1 17 The shares were acquired in 1911, after 
the negotiations. They -were purchased from 
J. W. Seamons, and other residents of the 
Town. The pipe-line was installed in 1911; that 
is when we went and connected up with the 
sprmgs. 
: : : : )8 Exhibit ...\. fairly represents a diagram of 
Birch Canyon; the springs which were tapped 
in 1911 and the relative position of the can-
yon to Dry Canyon, and to both the Chambers 
and \\ eeks properties. On Exhibit A, I notice 
there has been designated a lower ditch and 
an upper ditch.- I was familiar with both 
ditches; likewise with the Weeks property and 
the Chambers property, formerly the Toolson 
property. At the time we went up the can-
yon, the lower ditch did not pass through the 
Weeks property : that wa~ in 1911. In this 
particular, Exhibit A is incorrect, as the lower 
ditch did not pass through the ·weeks propertv 
at that time. The upper ditch did not pass 
throuQ'h either the Weeks or Chambers prop-
rrtie~. hut the properties wP.re connected up b\· 
laterals. When I refer to the Chambers prop-
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erty, I refer to the property which was form-
erly owned by Toolson. 
209 I continued to reside. in Hyde Park after 
the installation of the water system, in 1911. 
While a member of the Board in 1911, I was 
al·so Water Master, and continued to act in 
that capacity for a short period after the pipe-
line had been completed. At that time we had 
sufficient water. In the winter, we would have 
a little more than sufficient; also during the 
spring run off. During the summer months 
we would not always have sufficient; it would 
go short in the latter part of the ·sumn1er; that 
\Vould he every year, from the beginning of 
the system. We always had a shortage dur-
ing the summer months. 
CROSS - EX .. A.MINATION: 
210 I live in the lower part of the Town of 
Hyde Park, and I am the George Z. Lamb 
who installed the trups. for the def:end.ants. 
The tap·s inte.rferred with the water supply to 
the extent that they took water. The reason 
the upper peop~le do not get water is because 
the lower people run it off too fast. ·we have 
al,vays had 'vater the-re- not very big; not 
very much sometimes; very little pressure. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION~ 
212 When there is little p~res·sure in the lower 
part of Town, the upper users do not have any 
":ater. All are citizens of Hyde Park. 
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JOH~ D . .Kll\.B'f, a 'vitness called by the 
plaintiff, tes ti:t:ied as follo"·s: 
~ly name is J-ohn D. Kirby; 1 reside in 
Hyde Park; I am 65 years old. I was \\""ater 
Master of Hyde Park either in 1916 or 1917 . 
I succeeded ~lr. Lamb. I am not certain as 
to the ~~ear I started, 'vhether it was 1916 or 
1917. I have been a resident of Hyde Park 
practically all my life; I was there in 1911. I 
assjsted in the installation of the pipe-line. I 
worked with the engineer, Richard R. Lyman. 
I was acquainted -with the location of the Weeks 
and Toolson land, now owned by Mr. Cham-
bers. I don't think the lower ditch reached 
the 1\ eeks land. 
214 During the time I obserYed it, we were 
very short of water. That was all but high-
water sea·sons. This was every vear. I served 
six years at one time, and f~~r years there-
after. The shortage would commence in early 
summer. That depends on the season. T 
would say it started from the first of 
June, until the first of April of the next suc-
ceeding year, so that there was only enough 
215 water during April and ~Iay. I was succeeded 
by Martin C . Reeder. 
216 I talke-d to Mr. George Chambers a time 
or two about using water. I found a cap taken 
off the pipe so that the pipe was wide open; it 
was a one-half inch pipe. Originally, there 
wa·s a cap on the end of the pipe, and there 
was a hole in the pipe about ·a sixteenth of an 
inch in diameter. The water nasse·d through 
this hole. This was the cap he had taken off. 
217 I talked to 1fr. Chambers about the re-
moval of the cap. He blamed it onto someone 
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else. At one time, I shut the water off from 
~1r. Reid, who 'va·s predecessor of Mr. Chanl-
bers. This vvas because he had taken off the 
cap. I talked to Mr. Reid and Mr. \YeeRR 
about the excessive use. 
218 I talked to Mr. Chambers right by the tap 
on his property. Thi·s was in the summer 
time. I talked to him once, in town- that is, 
in Smi th:field. There 'vas no one present. 
219 I meant to testify that vve 'vere short of 
water all year except April and May. In the 
winter time, Hyde Park people used the "ratrt 
for their cattle and other culinary purposes. 
They did not leave their taps open. 
220 There wa·s not an averfiow during the ·win. 
ter; there. was times when roots got into the 
p~ipe. but they were cleaned out. I cleaned 
them very often. They had restrictions on 
lawn watering every year while I was Water 
Master. There were two years, I believe, when 
thP- lawns simply burnrd up. I can not recall 
the years. 
22J I "ras familiar with the condj tion of the 
water during my entire, time. I worked at it. 
virtually, .daily. The people comphiined (of 
water shortage frequently. There were com-
plaints at times during every year. Most of 
the complaints came from the upp:er part of 
Town. There were complaints· from the lo,ver 
part of Town, claiming they 'vere too restrieterl 
in their use. 
!~22 I nevPr Ra"\\7 George Chambers' tap clogg~rl 
up so that it. "ronld' not run out. 
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MARTIK C. ~EDER, a 'vitnes8 called by 
the plaintiff, testified a8 follo,v8: 
DIRECT EX.A.MIN .A. TION 
My name is M. C . Reeder ; I reside in 
Hyde Park; I am 68 years of age; I have re-
sided there sinoo 18 71 - practically all the 
time. I "~a-s a member of the Town Board 
elected in 1922. I 8erved t"~o yenrs. I 'vas 
Water ~laster during that time. I succeeded 
Mr. Kirby. ~Jr. Petersen succeeded me. 
223 During the summer months ''e didn't have 
water enough for drinking; sometimes we didn't 
have enough for us to drink. I think that went 
back to 1911, in the summer months from July 
on; and February was always a dry month. 
224 I re-cleaned a portion of the 'vater system 
during the time I was Water Master. M.y ob-
servation-s were that we did not have adequate 
water. The citizens were put on restriction in 
all parts of Town. The condition was about 
the same as it was in 1911. 
CROSS - EXAMINATION: 
226 I didn't go up and shut off Weeks and 
Chambers during the short season. I made 
no measurements as to how much water was 
going into the system. 
LORENZO PETERSEN, a witness called by 
the plaintiff, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
227 ).fy name is Lorenzo Petersen; I am 76 years 
of age; I liv~ at Hyde Park: I have ltved there 
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72 years. I was there in 1910 and 1911 when 
the water system was installed. I was familiar 
with the. springs they tapp·el at that time. I 
was counsellor to the Bishop of the Ward at 
thrs time, and 'vas designated to go up and 
look at the water. I was a member of the 
Town Board In 1924. I succeeded Martin 
Reeder as ·Wa.ter Supervisor in 1924 I think. 
I served two years.. John Kirby followed me. 
228 We were so short of water in 1924 and 1925 
that we didn't have any, scarcely. This was 
in the winter time. The shortage commenced 
in the summer, about June. It would continue 
299 until fall and winter. We would put the town 
on restrictions. We had half the tow11 use it 
in the forenoon and half in the afternoon and 
give them one and one-half hours to water 
their la-wns a.nd flowers. I observed that when 
the lower half of the town used the water, the 
upper half could not get it. 
230 I think the shortage became worse in 
later years than in the early part. They never 
did have. enough. The springs did not fail us 
altogether but they got pretty low. At times 
we cut open the pipe and turned the creek 
water in. A few years after 1910 they ex-
tended the pipe line higher up the canyon. This 
was to get more water. 
CROSS - EX.A~fiNATION: 
231 We did not shut off Weeks and Chamber~ 
when we had a shortage of water. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINA.TION: 
232 I did not know whether I had any right 
to turn ·Weeks' and Chambers' water off. At 
times. I found the hole in the tap to be a lot 
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233 enlarged. I took the enlarged rap off and put 
another one on. I had the cap I took off in Iny 
possession ever since. (This cap ,ya·s then 
offered in evidence as Exhibit B. and "'"as rP-
ceived). 
JOHX KIR.BY. a witness heretofore called by 
the plaintiir. was recalled and testified as 
follows: 
234 I helped Richard R .. Lyman, the engineer. 
install the ·system. T,vo or three years later 
it was extended up the canyon a fe,v- rods, to 
get more water. This was because "~e were 
short of water. This did not give us enough 
to take care of the needs of H,de Park. It wa·s 
extended up the canyon w h i I e I w a s 
Water Master, in about 1916. This would be 
about a mile and a half or a mile and three 
quarters and would be east of the forest line 
about a mile. 
235 \\ e used all of the springs which we had 
previously taken out after we extended the 
line in 1917, so that we had three sets of springs 
running into the system. Notwithstanding this, 
we were still·short of water. There were seven 
valves to regulate the water going to various 
parts of the Town of Hyde Park. At times 
it wa~ necessary to shut off some of these 
valves. I remember doing this, I think it was 
in the winter time of either 1916 or 1917. I 
236 think it was onlv one vear. This wa·s because 
of shortage of ~ater. · We would shut it off 
in one part at nig-ht and then turn it on in the 
mornin_go. When we cJjrl this. thPy didn't have 
any water at all. This would be neither for 
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drinking purposes nor for toilets. After 1917, 
we still had a ·shortage. We tnen tapped an-
other small sp·ring. I broke the pipe and let 
2.37 the water from the creek run in. 'rhis was 
after 1917, and after we had tapped all three 
sets of springs and were using all the water 
from all the sets. 
CROSS - EXAl\fiNATION: 
Notwithstanding that we vvere constantly 
adding to our water supply, we were still 
short. There was no water running down the 
canyon in the winter time, past our springs. 
I haven't any record of measurements but w~ 
made some measurements. We made measure-
ments 'vith a bucket. We measured it both at 
2·38 the intake and at the reservoir. !This was with 
a 14-quart bucket. ·We got eight buckets to the 
minute.· There were two or three of us made 
the measurements. We'd just put the bucket 
in, get it full of wate;r, and count the time. 
That was in the winter time. 
1\tiARTIN C. REEDER, a witness heretofore 
called by the plaintiff, was recalled ana 
testified as follows : 
239 I remember extending the ·systen1 up the 
canyon a bout two years after the 1911 instal-
lation. This 'vas done to get more water. I 
did not do the extension, hut I knew of it. 
GEOR.GE D. CLYDE, a witness called by the 
plaintiff, testified as follows: 
240 My name i·s George D. Clyde. I am a 
civil engineer. I am employed at the Utah 
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State ~\gricultural Collegt~. ('\'hereupon, the 
I I I I • defendants ad1nitted the qualifieation of the 
'ritness). I "~a$ the engineer in charge of thP 
installation of the ne\v "~ater ~ourep for Hyde 
Park. This "~ns about the year 1934. I n1a.de 
an in\estigation at thi~ time to determine the 
w-ater need'S of the conrmunity. I investigated 
the number of people, the number of cattle and 
horses. I estimated twelve hundred ro,vs, 
approxin1ately the S{Une number of dry stock, 
and about three hundred head of horses. I 
241 investigated the lawn plantings, ·such as the 
cemetery. school and church; the cemetery is 
about fi\e or six acres; the schoo1s about three~ 
and the church three or four acre·s; twelve or 
fifteen acre-s tota] as I remember. I considered 
the future needs of the communi tv· I based mv 
.. ' .. 
Pstimate on about twenty-five years in the 
future. There are approximately six hundred 
fiftv people in the town. I estimated between 
three and four hundred gallons per capita. I 
can break that down. The minimum per capita 
is about forty gallons, that is, human con-
sumption. The minimum per capita consump-
tion for a oow J, ten gallons; per horse, ten 
gallons. I didn't figure hogs, nor chickens, nor 
-sheep. Hogs will run five gallons, and sheep 
three gallons, and a hundred chickens, three 
gallons per day. 
242 For students of the school, it required 
thirty gallons ner ca-pita; this was in the 
schools, themselves. For the lawns at the 
grounds~ it will take ~ixteen ~allons per day to 
apply a quarter inch of water, to a hundred 
square-foot of lawn. If you ap,uly an inch of 
water, it will take sixty-five v-allons -per -day 
to apply an inch of water. The total, if you 
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figure this up, will run around four hundred 
gallons per capita per day, if you were to base 
it on the human population. This is only an 
arbitrary method of basing it. For a town of 
a thousand population, I believe that a, thousand 
gallons per minute is fire protection. If you 
figure a family of five persons, a1 forty gal-
lons per ca.pi ta, you have two hundred gallons; 
ten cows a hundred gallons ; six horses, sixty 
gallon'S per family use; five hogs, twenty-five 
gallons, and a hundred chickens three gallons 
per family; and that gives three hundred 
seventy-eight' gallons per minute. This does 
not include anything for fire ·protection or 
la,vns, and the difference, between the -per canitR 
consmnption as detailed from the first 
figures, and the four hundred, which I used i·s in 
the needs for lawns .and for fire protection. 
243 1\!Iy estimate wa.s that the community w·ould 
remain a small community for twenty-five 
years in the future. In 1934, there were about 
six hundred fifty people. I am now infonned 
there are seven hundred fifty people in Hyde 
P·ark. A town of that size will not grow rapid-
ly. In twenty-five years, I think we eould fig-
ure an increase of twenty-five -percent in the 
present consumption. This would be about two 
hundred forty gallons per capita, based on a 
sPven fifty population. I estimate they will 
need seventy-five hundredth·s of a second foot 
in twenty-five years. They get one-half of a 
Recond foot at the present time. I don't thjnP: 
there is any surplus water if their flo'v remain~ 
at one-half a second foot. 
CROSS - EXA1fiNATION: 
244 I designed the pipe line for ·seventy-five 
hundredths of a second foot. The pipe might 
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carry a little more t11an that, but this was the 
DJinimmu estimate. :Uy estimate "·ns based on 
the hand book given out by the R. Hardesty 
Manufacturing Company. (Thereupon, this 
hand book was offered in evidence as Exhibit 3, 
and admitted over objection). 
~45 Four years ago, I estimated six hundred 
fifty people, twenty-four hundred head of cattle, 
three hundred head of horses. I also inelude 
246 for each student in the school, thirty gallons 
per oopita per day. I don't know how many 
there were. I think the student would use 
ten gallons extra, in addition to the forty gal-
247 Ions allowed him. This give·s the human con-
sumption, fifty-six thousand gallons a day; 
two hundred ·se\enty-eight gallons for lawns; 
not all for la-wns. \\ e have got some for fire 
protection. Fire protection is very important. 
248 I don't know "hat percentage of the peo-
ple at Logan are on meters. 
249 The consumption will vary from eighty to 
three hundred gallons per capita for the arid 
regions. W ell'sville uses more than two hun-
dred; Logan City uses five hundred gallons 
per capita now. They are about ten second 
feet. I have measured it, at the intake of De-
Witt's springs. 
250 The demands for fire protection over-
shadows the demand for purely domestic uses. 
I can produce standard work to substantiate 
it; that is, that it requires a thousand gallons 
a minute flow to take care of a community of 
that population; that is for fire protection. 
251 A town may have a fire at any time. I 
think it more important at Hyde Park to have 
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more water for fire protection even than for 
domestic uses. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION: 
The use per capita tends to increase a·s 
time goes on. There are ten thonsand people 
in Lo~an. Mendon uses one hundred ninety 
gallons; ·Millville, two hundred ;-'"Salt Lake City 
is a little better than two hundred gallons per 
capita. I haven't the ·specific figures on this 
town, but I think this is correct. They uRe 
all the water they can get. 
252 I figured that during the ·school year, 
Logan has a population of twenty-five hun-
dred more than ten thousand; these are 
students. 
I measured the water going into the Hyd(l 
Park intake; it was fifty-five hundredths of a 
second foot. That is a Iitt1e more than they 
are entitled to. This was at the reservoir. 
ARTHUR PETERSEN, a \vitness called by 
plaintiff, testified as follo"rs: 
DIRECT EXAMINATIO·N 
253 1\Iy name is Arthur Petersen. I reside at 
Hyde Park. I a.m fifty-nine years of age. I 
have lived there all my life ; I was born there; 
I am en,gaged in farming. I remember the in-
stallation of the pipe line, in 1911. I remem-
ber the springs. Shortly thereafter, the pipe 
line was exten·ded two or three rods up the 
canyon. This was done because the wat(lr 
supply was getting low. 
254 I assisted in this extension work. I re-
member an extension three or four year8 ago. 
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The water in all the other springs run in to 
the systen1 until "~e tapped the last spring. 
After that this spring alone furnished the 
water supply. I lived in the lo\Yer part o l' 
town. In the lower part of to\Yn, I don't know· 
that it ever got so short that \Ye could not get a 
drink, but in order for the other fello" .. to g~t 
a drink, we had to shut the water off. This 
would be from the middle of June to late in 
the fall; this has been experienced every year. 
255 That has been so since 1911, until the new 
supply of water in 193!. \\ ... e were placed on 
restrictions. Sometimes they got down as low 
as an hour and a half ior sprinkling lawns a 
day. I remember that they shut us ori entire-
ly once, from sp:J;"inkling lawn·s. That would be 
each day. They did not shut us off entirely 
for drinking purposes, or for watering cattle. 
I don't know of any taps that were not shut 
otf. . Those in the upper part of town have 
256 frequently .been short of water for drinking 
purposes. 
J. E. HANSEN, a witness called by plaintiff, 
testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
257 My name is J. E. Hansen; I live at Hyde 
Park; I am 42 years old. I have lived there 
all my life. I am a farmer. I am constable 
and water superintendent of the Town of Hyde 
Park. I was made water superintendent last 
September, 1938. I succeeded Charles L. Ash-
croft. I believe we have plenty of water~ but 
we have no surplus at the present time. I 
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gave out notice last Sunday night ihat a lot of 
people in the upper part of town have been 
short. One party came and told me ~ne could 
not even draw a bucket of water. I asked the 
people, Sunday night, in church to check if 
they had any leaks. I wanted them fixed or 
"\Ve would have to restrict the hours. in sprink-
ling. Thi·s was in 1939. At the present tim~, 
we have had plenty of water, but no surplus. 
I think there are more people living in the 
low~r part of town. 
CROSS - EXAl\1INATION: 
258 In the night there is an overflow at the 
reservoir. I think l\lr. Jensen would use the 
overflo\v, and that Mr. Kirby has it now. I 
don't kno'v a·s to how much land he irrigates. 
There is no overflow to speak of, that is to-
day. Tov{ards morning there is some over-
flow; after ten or eleven o'clock:> there is not 
any overflow till late in the night. I have 
never measured the overflow. The. overflow i~ 
more in the ·spring than at any other time. Now 
there is really not an overflow, only just a. fe"r 
hours in the morning, when people· shut. it off 
during the night. Very often the reservoir is 
empty at this time of year. 
~59 Today is the 8th of July. At this. sea·son, 
in the afternoon, the reservoir is pretty 
e1npty. The reservoir will have more water in 
towards morning; that would be about five 
o'clock: then they start using it again; then 
the reseryoir ·starts to go down. There is a 
little spring- west of the .._reservoir; when there 
is overflow from the reRervoir, it runs down 
and collects with the spring\ The resprvoir ia 
forty rods \ve·st of the upper ditch; it is bf\~ 
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tween the two ditches. These are canals, not 
260 the ditches that ''"ere originally talked of. 
Kirby u'Ses the overfltnv- comingled ,vith this. 
spring. You can't tell 'vhen it is overflow and 
which is sprillg. ....\s fa.r as I know, it is a con-
tinuous flow from the spring. I haven't seen 
it dry. 
(Whereupon, it "-a~ stipulated that Mr. 
Clyde would testify that the reservoir holds 
siuy-two thousand gallons). 
GEQR.GE S. DAINES, a witness called by 
plaintiff, testified as follows: 
DffiECT EXAMINATION: 
261 :My name is George S. Daines; I am sixty-
three years old; I reside in Hyde Park; I was 
born there and have lived there continuously. 
262 I was a member of the Hyde Park Town 
Board in 1 911, when they installed the first set 
of springs. I was also a member in 1926 and 
1927. I have been a member the last four 
years. I am a member now. When the system 
was first ill'stalled, the supply of water was 
inadequate. It pretty much remained inade-
quate as the years went by. It was necessary 
to put in a new pipe-line. That was in the 
last two or three vears, but at no time, from 
the beginning, wa·s ·there enough water. It was 
263 necessary to get water at intervals. I could 
not say how many time~ they went up to get 
additional water. The water was. restricted 
frequently; practically every vear or so. rn· 
1934 I was without water. We were short of 
drinking water practically all of the time after 
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1911, at times. In the east end of town it was 
hard to get a drink of water. In the east part 
they would get out of water ·probably at seven 
in the morning and would not have a bit of 
water in their system until eight o'clock in the 
evening; that would last for three weeks at a 
time. 
CROSS - EXAMINArr,ION: 
264 This shortage would be in the ,latter part 
of July, Au,gust and September. T.he officers 
had to be diligent to keep the tap·s :1from run-
ning in the lower part of town. 
ROBERT S. ·McQUARRIE, a witness called 
by the plaintiff, testified as follo,vs: 
DIRECT EXA·MINATION: 
265 My name is Robert S. McQuarrie; I am 
fifty-three years old. I reside .at Hyde Park. 
At the present time, I am engaged in the loan 
department of the Utah Mortgage Loan Cor-
poration. I am the owner of real estate in 
Hyde Park. I am farming it. I dra.'\v ·water 
from the Hyde Park irrigation ·systern. I was 
a member of the Town Board in 1910, 1911 and 
1912. I \vas acting as secretary of the board, 
or To'\\rn Clerk. I '\\7as clerk when the pipe 
line was installed, in 1910 or 1911. The ,,~ater 
supply \Vas never adequate. 
266 That would be right from the beginnin,g, 
in 1911. There has ahvays been a ·shortag~. 
I live about in the center of the populated area· 
I have been wholly de'prived of water; that is) 
I could not draw any out of the taps. This 
would occur in the summer months and some-
times in February. I bave seen that, other~ 
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would be in the upper pa.rt of to\Yn. 'V l\ haYe 
been restricted praetieally eYery year in June, 
July, and August. 
267 I had knowledge of the extending or the 
pipe line further up the canyon than the orig-
inal ~prings. I "-a~ not a Ineinber of the 
Board. I am a member at the present time. I 
was a member in 1916 and 1917, and there ha·s 
never been a tern1 I was in office that there 
wasn't shortages during certain seasons of the 
year. 
CROSS-EXA~ATlON: 
I ha\e been up to look at the intake; that 
has been a number of times ; I never saw an 
overflow at the intake. I don't know how many 
times I ha\e been up there. 
C. A. HCRREX, a mtne·ss called by th~ 
plaintiff, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION: 
268 1ly name is C .. A .. Hurren. I am forty~ 
five; residence, Hyde Park. I am President 
of the Town Board at the present time. I am 
a farmer and a teacher. I am acquainted with 
the spring situated southwe·st of the Hyde Park 
reservoir. There is quite a flow! and when 
there is irrigation there is a seepage. It causes 
a flow to come down in the gravel ho1e; that 
hole lasts the entire summer because there i~ 
a good deal of irrigation. It fluctuate·s in 
quantity. 
269 The water runs out of the gravel pit. T 
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have made au estimate that there are about a 
thousand dairy cows, and fully as many young 
cattle; about four hundred horses, in Hyde 
Bark. There are quite a few chickens.. The 
last few years. they have developed quite a lot 
of poultry. 
There are some few hogs in practically 
every home. A few sheep in quite a few 
homes, and there are quite a few chickens. I 
should judge eight to ten thousand chickens. 
There are ten acres plotted in the cemetery, 
about six and a ha,lf or seven acre's that is 
pretty we-ll taken up with grass. 
270 The last three years there has been more 
of it put into shape to bring it available for 
this sprinkling system. That is, we plan a 
constant increase. 'There is about a. quarter of 
a ten-acre lot around the church, in lawn. This 
\Vould be about t"ro acres and a hal1. There 
are about two acres and a half around the 
school house. In 1934, they went up the can-
yon to get additional springs. In 1936, we re-
-placed the old pip~e line with a new pipe line. 
Thi~ new pipe was a metal pipe~ it was a pres-
sure pipe. 
271 "re have no water in the reservoir, ex-
cent pos·sibly in the early morning hours, at 
this time of the year. It is very nflcessary to 
conserve the \vater at this time. It is not tru(:l 
that therr are a large number of taps running. 
There are a numher of private lawns, flower 
goa rdens, rtc. in Hyde Park; I would think 
ninety pel'cent of the homes are surrounded 
with lawns and flowers. I would say they 
average from twenty to thirty square rods. 
Onr houseR are much farther hack from the 
272 ·st.rflet thnn thev are in I.1oe-a.n Citv. I think 
•' I. ) • 
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the la"'lls are larger. Our lots nre consider-
ably larger than LQgan City lots. 
CH.OSS - EXAMlNATION: 
: 273 \Ye have no meters and I have never Inade-
any obser,~ation as to com1)arisou bet\veeu the 
a\erage use of "~ater in Hyde Park and the 
average use of water in Logan, per fan1ily. 
I am -sure tl1at th(\ taps are closed in 
Hyde Park, except. ""'"hen they are used for 
legitimate culinary purposes. I an1 ""illing to 
go with you and see if you can rmd any. There 
are probably ten or fifteen ac.res of land abov<~ 
that spring at the reservoir, which are Irri-
gated. This would drain directly into the 
gravel hole. 
GEORGE CHAMBERS, a witness heretofore 
called by the defendants, was re-called and 
testified as follows: 
274 The land I own is about thirty rods from 
the 1911 springs. Since 1920, I have been up 
there frequently. I pass there at least once 
every ten days, on the average. I have ob-· 
served the intake of the Hyde Park system, 
The last years have been the only years that I 
275 haven't seen an overflow at the intake. I have 
never known John B. Kirby. He has never 
talked to me about the taps. He never talked 
276 to me about any subject. I never ·saw Exhibit 
B, before. I had nothing to do with the mak-
ing of that hole in Exhibit B. 
CROSS - EXAMINATION: 
I live in Smithfield. It is approximately 
a couple of miles from the water. I don't know 
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th~t H)Ttde Park had to extend their pipe line 
farther up the canyon in 1913; I know they 
had in some years, but I don't know the year. 
I think they went up there a couple of times. 
That wa.s for the purpose of augmenting their 
water supply, _which was inadequate. 
277 I think this was done to obtain an ade-
quate supply. I don't know whether they were 
short of water, or not. 
EUGENE SCHAUB, a witness heretofore 
called by defendants, was recalled and 
testified as follows: 
278 It has he.en my experience tha.t We· ·should 
allow more water for domestic and culinary 
purposes,_ and irrigation purposes, than for 
fire protection. The fire p,rotection feature 
depends a great deal on the size of the reser-
voir. Fires are ·so remote. In some towns, it 
is quite prevalent to have a system of pipes 
improp1erly proportioned, and in the~e cases, 
the lower part of town may have water and 
the upper part may not have water, even 
though the reservoir has water in it, because 
the lower part of town would dra\v the water 
off. : :: 1 ~ 
279 It is possible for the reservoir to be full 
and a condition df this kind exist. 
It would take some four to six hours with 
one-half a second foot of wa.ter to fill a reser-
voir containing sixty-two thousand gallons. 
R"W - CROSS EXAMINATION 
Ordinarily, they use from five hundred 
and fifty to seven hundred fifty gallons of 
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water per minute, at a fire. They would dra"· 
the water out t"·icP a'S fast as it is filling in 
the reservoir. 
280 I don't know that this condition happens 
there. I don't know anything about their 
system. 
GEORGE D. CLYDE, a witness heretofore 
called by plaintiff, 'Yas recalled and testi-
fied as follows : \ 
281 The culinary demands in the system of 
Hyde Park fluctuate greatly from time to time. 
The fluctuation varies from one hundred 
twenty4five to -one hundred fifty 1>ercent of 
the daily consumption. I 'isi ted the intake of 
the Hyde Park system when I constructed it. 
It was in July, 1934, as I recall. Construction 
began in August. 
282 Both sides rested. 
BILL OF EXCEPTIONS STIPULATED 
299 Bill of Exceptions ·served upon defendants, 
and returned by defendants to plaintiff, with 
no amendments offered or proposed, the 29th 
day of September, 1939; and a Stipulation 
entered into between counsel for the respective 
parties on said date, that said Bill of Excep-
tions may be signed, settled, and allowed by 
the Court as the true and correct Bill of Ex-
ceptions in ·said cause. 
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CERTIFICATE 
(TITI~E OF COURT AND CAUSE). 
100 IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, that the 
foregoing Bill of Exceptions in the above en-
titled cause, consisting of 242 pages, (not in-
eluding. this p~age and that containing the- Stip-
ulation of counsel) contains a full, true, and 
correct transcript of all of the evidence and 
te·stimony in said cause, together with the 
orders and rulings of the Court during the 
trial thereof, and the exceptions taken thfreto, 
and also all orders and rulings of the Court 
ma:de subsequent to the trial thereof; and thA 
same is hereby allowed, ·settled, and signed as 
a true and correct Bill of Exceptions in said 
cause. 
Dated this 13th day of O·cto ber, 1939. 
(Signed) LEWIS JONES, Judge. 
CONSENT THAT PLAINTIFF FURNISH 
TROUGH AND DRINKING TAP 
(TITI,E OF COURT }\.ND CAUSE). 
32 Come· now the ·defendants, George Cham-
bers, Tacy Chambers, E. S. Chambers, Da.vid J. 
W feks and Marv Weeks and within. the time 
directed by the., Court, and ·pursuant to the 
direction of the Court, hereby makes and ,fileR 
herein their consent that a water trough anrl. 
drinking tap may he constructed and main-
taineil hy thr plaintiff, at its option, on ea.ch 
of thpjr prPmises in lieu of the -present arrange-
ment, and that neither thry nor their successors 
,,rjJl intPr'fere with 1-.he same 0xce-pt in the pres-
ence of, or afler notice to, tbe toWn "rater 
master, and then only for the purpose ·of secur-
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ing sufficient water for hmnan and -stock 
watering purposes ''"i th no waste of water. 
Dated this 31st day of July, 1939. 
DAVID J. ·WEEKS, 
MARY ,, .. EEKS. 
GEO. CHAMBERS, 
E. S. CHAMBERS, 
TACY CH...\MBERS. 
M. L. HARRIS, 
Attorney for Defendants. 
Filed August 5, 1939. 
FINDINGS OF F A.CT AND CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW 
{Tl'l'LE OF COURT AND CAUSE). 
33 This matter came on regularly for trial 
upon the complaint of the plaintiff and the an-
swer of George Chambers and Tacy Chambers, 
his wife, E. S. Chambers, and the amended an-· 
swer of David J. W eekg and Mary ·Weeks, his 
wife, and the 'Separate replies thereto. Plain-
tiff being represented by Attorneys Young & 
Bullen of Logan, Utah, and Irvine, Skeen & 
Thurman of Salt Lake City, Utah, and the 
defendants being represented by Attorney 
·M:. C. Harris of Logan, Utah. It being stip-
ulated in open court that the court ·should first 
try out the question of the equitable defenses 
of the defendants including the question of 
necessity, which matter should be determined 
by the court in the absence of th~ jury. Wit-
neS'ses were sworn and examined on behalf of 
the respective parties and the matter argued 
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and submitted to the court for. its decision, and 
the court having in writing indicated its de-
cision in the matter, now makes and files here-
in the following 
~,INDINGS OF F AC~r 
1. 
That the matters in dispute between the de-
fendant, Bertha Ploulsen, as Guardian of Adell 
Ida Pouls,en, a minor, have been settled and 
adjusted out of court and for that reason the 
court makes no finding on the issues a:s to the 
last ·named defendant. 
2. 
That the plaintiff is a corporation organized 
and existing by virtue of the laws of the State 
of Utah, as a municipal corporation, t1nd that 
pursuant to the laws of the State of Utah, 
plaintiff has vested in it the right and p:ower ol' 
eminent domain for the purpose of acquiring 
rights of "ray for the purpos,es hereinafter set 
forth. 
3. 
That Tacy Chambers, one of the defendants 
herein, i·s the wife of George Chambers, and 
that E. S. Chambers is an unmarried man, and 
that Mary ·weeks, one of the defendants here-
in, is the wife of David J. Weeks. 
4. 
That David J. Weeks and Mary Weeks, his 
wife, are the owners of the following de·scribed 
property: 
Beginning at the Northeast Corner of the 
Northwest Quarter of Section 36, To,vn-
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ship 13 North, R.allo~ 1 East of the Salt 
Lake Meridian, running thence South 160 
rods; thence 'y est 1:.;0 rods; thence North 
80 rods ; thence 'y est 30 rods ; thence 
North 40 rods; thence East 80 rods; thence 
North 40 rods; thence East 80 rods to the 
place of beginning, containing 125 acres . 
.dlso, Beginning at the Northeast Corner 
of said Section 36 and running thence 
\\~est 160 rods to the N" ortheast Corner of 
the Northwest Quarter of Section; thence 
South 72 rods to X orth Bank of Creek; 
thence Northeasterly along Creek to a point 
20 rods South of the place of beginning; 
thence North 20 rods to the place of begin-
ning, containing 46 acres. 
Also, the North Half of the Northeast 
Quarter ; and the East 45 Rods of the 
South Half of the X ortheast Quarter ; and, 
the Northeast quarter of the Southeast 
Qua.rter of Section 35, Township 13 North, 
Range 1 East of the Salt Lake Meridian. 
acrO'Ss which extends the pipeline of the plain-
tiff described as follows: 
Beginning at a point 1320 feet South and 
800.9 feet East from the Northwest corner 
of the Northeast quarter of Section 35 T 
13 North Range 1 East Salt Lake Base 
Meridian; tbell'ce North 1 degree 30 min-
utes East 1320.6 feet; thence East 16.5 
feet; thence South 1 degree 30 minutes 
West 1320.6 feet; thence West 16.5 feet to 
thp point of beginning. containing one-half 
aere more or less. 
and that the lands last above described are ~-
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part and portion of the larger tracts of land 
above described. 
5. 
That the defendants George Chambers, Tacy 
Chambers, his wife and E. S. Chambers are 
the owners of the following described tract of 
land: 
rrhe Northwest Quarter of Section Twenty-
five, To"rnship Thirteen North, Range 
One East of the Salt Lake Meridian, con-
taining 160 acres. Also, the South Fifty 
Rods of the Southeast Quarter of Section 
Twenty-six, Township Thirteen North, 
Range One East of the Salt Lake ~ieri­
dian, containing 50 acres; 
across which extends the pipeline of the plain-
tiff described a·s follows, and which constitutes 
a part only .af a larger tract: 
Beginning at a point 1320 feet ·south and 
800.9 feet East from the N or~h'Yest corner 
of the Northeast Quarter · of Section 35, 
· Township 13 North, Range 1 East of the 
Salt Lake Ba.se and 11:eridian, running 
thence North 1 degree· thirty minute~ east 
1320.6 feet; thence East 16.5 feet; thence 
South one degree thirty minutes W e·st 
1320.6 feet; thence West 16.5 feet to the 
point of beginning, containing one-half 
·acre, more or less. 
6. 
That the plaintiff is the owner of a certain 
culinary water system which supplies the in-
habitants of the plaintiff town together with 
the de'fendants; George Chambers, Tacy Cham-
bers, E. S. Chambers, David J. Weeks and 
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Mary """'eeks 'vith culinary water by means of 
a_system of pipe8 connected to certain springs 
in Birch Canyon 'vith the individual homes of 
the inhabitants of the said plaintiff and with 
watering troughs supplied by the plaintiff to 
the last nam-ed defendants. 
'· That the plaintiff is the owner of adequate 
water to supply both the To"~ and these de-
fendants through the said pipe line. 
b. 
That on or about the time of the commence-
ment of this action, the plaintiff Town adopted 
a resolution directing and authorizing the offi-
cers of said corporation to commence this 
action; that pursuant thereto the same wa.s 
commenced, ~d thereafter a motion made for 
temporary occupancy of said right of way; that 
at said hearing the defendants did not appear 
but that plaintiff did appear and offer oral 
testimony in support of its motion to the effect 
that a resolution had been passed authorizing 
th«:' action; that this was a proper case for 
temporary occupancy~ and the defendants con ... 
sented to the same, whereupon this Court 
made its order authorizing plaintiff -to take 
immediate possession of said sought right of 
way in order that the work might be com-
menced. That the ·said resolution, nor any res-
olution of the Town Board of Hyde Park was 
not presented for the consideration of the Court 
at any of the proceeding-s herein. 
9. 
That evPr since~e ve-ar 1911 the nlaintiff has 
been and now is .. th~ owner of a right of way 
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across the property of the said defendants 
above described for the purpose of conducting 
and maintaining its water pipeline used to con-
duct a culinary water system for the purpose 
of furni·shing 'vater to these defendants and 
the people of the To,Vll of Hyde Park, which 
said right of way is and was fully capable of 
taking care. of all of the requirements of the 
plaintiff corporation, and that it is, therefore 
totally and wholly unnecessary for the plain-
tiff to resort to condemnation proeeedings to 
condemn sueh a right of way. That the plain-
tiff's pipe-line on the old rigiht of way was a 
gravity water line which courses and meanders 
across defendant's premises, while the ne'v pipe 
line on the so-called new right-of-way is a 
pre·ssure system which runs more or less 
straight across the defendants' property cross-
ing and recrossing the old line but in general 
traversing the same area of the defendants' 
premises. 
10. 
That the Town of Hyde Park is the owner of 
1.5 c. f. s. of water in their said culinary water 
system which i·s sufficient to supply the 750 in-
habitants of Hyde Park with 432 gallons of 
water per person per day and that there are 
approximately 181 families in Hyde Park using 
"rater so that there is sufficient water to fur-
nish each family of four people 1728 gallons 
per day. That 300 gallons per day per per-
son i's a reasonable amount of water to be 
ano,ved for culinary purposes, and 1200 gallons 
per dav is a reasonable Hmount of water to be 
allowed to a family of four persons and that 
the To'vn of Hyde Bark is the owner of an 
adequate supply of "rater for culinary purposes 
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to supply the defendants '"ith \Yater for luunan 
consun1ption and for l?attle '"at.ering· purposes 
in addition to an adequate supply for all eul-
inary purposes for all of the inhabitants of the 
Town of Hyde Park and tlla t the use of the 
"--ater in question by the defendants hn~ not 
and will not seriously iiupair the use and en-
joyment by the citizens of Hyde Pa.rk of their 
right5 to the u5e of culinary "~ater fron1 the 
said 5prings. That it does not appear that the 
Town Bo3.rd of Hyde Park has eYer by any 
resolution or ordinance determined that the use 
of a small portion of its "Water by the defend-
ants as hereafter described, has -worked or "Till 
in the near future bring about any 'vater short-
~o-e to said 1nunicipality nor its inl1abitants. 
11. 
That said defendant, Weeks, during the year 
1886, entered upon the property above de-
scribed and homesteaded 160 acre·s thereof and 
in the year 1887 constructed a ditch to the 
springs in Birch Canyon, the waters of which 
canyon are now used to supply culinary water 
through the pipe line described in the plain-
tiff'·s complaint, and these defendants diverted 
from the said springs through the said ditch 
sufficient waters onto their homestead prop-
erty for culinary, domestic and stock watering 
purpo·ses and to irrigate a garden, and lived 
upon the said property from 1887 until 189~ 
and each 3illd every , year ·.appropriated and 
used the said waters through the said ditch 
for the purposes aforesaid. 
12. 
That duriTlQ' the n~riod of timP la8t ahove men-
tioned said defendants also constructed a ditch 
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higher up on the mountain and appropriated 
waters from the said Birch Canyon and the 
said Birch Springs for irrig:ation, stock water-
ing and culinary purposes on their said land 
each and every year up to the year 1911, except 
that in very dry seasons, late in the fa.Il of 
some years, it was necessary and they did 
drive their cattle to the sai·d 'Springs fo:v stock 
watering purposes when there was not suffi-
cient water to run through the said ditch for 
said purposes. 
13. 
That on or about the year 1911 the officers of 
the Town of Hyde Park were desirous of ob-
taining water for culinary and domestic pur-
poses for a culinary water system for the 
said to·wn and at the said time entered into 
separate oral agreements with the defendants 
Weeks, and with John P. Toolson and with 
R'obert Reid, predecessor in interest of the de-
fendants Chamhers, by the terms of which thr 
said defendants and their predecessors in in-
terest granted to the· plaintiff the· right to con-
Rtruct the said pipe line and conveyed a. portion 
of the waters of Birch Creek to the Town of 
Hydr Park for culinary purposes in e.onsidera-
+ion of 'vl1ich the To"TU of Hyde P-ark prom-
isPn and agreed to supply the said defendantR 
rnd t l1 Pi r nredeceRsorR in jnterest ·separate 
taps in the said pipe line, together "rith the 
right to use sufficient water from the said tan 
for culinary~ domestic and ~tock-,vatering- nnr" 
po·ses upon their resp·ective premises anil therP-
upon thP said To,vn nf Hvde Ba,rk, n11r~uant 
to the said agreement dul"ing- the year 1~1l~dicl 
construct the said pipe line and convev t 'h (I said 
waters through the same over the said prem-
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i8es and eYer sinee the said time have supplied 
said derendants and their prt\deeessors in in-
terest \Yi.th said \\-n.ters, and that eYer since the 
said year lUll the·se said dt\lt\ndants lu1Ye open-
ly, continuously, adversely and under e lai1n of 
right used. the said taps and the \Yater flowing 
therefrom for the purpose of hu1na.n consump-
tion 3.nd 'Yatering of their livestock in an 
amount of about 300 gallons per day, and that 
the use of the vraters in question by the said 
defendants and their predecessors in interest 
has not and will not seriously impair the use 
and enjoyment of the citizen'S of Hyde Park of 
their rights to the use of adequate culinary 
water. 
14. 
That on or about the year 1911 the said de-
fendants ·Weeks and the predecessors in in-
terest of the defendants Chambers, upon re-
ceiving the right to use the said waters from 
the said pipe line through the said taps as 
aforesaid abandoned and discontinued the use 
of the waters of Birch Creek through the said 
culinary stream in the ·said open ditch and ob-
tained their supply of culinary water through 
the said taps. 
15. 
That from time to time since 1913 plaintiff has 
improved said culinary water system by acquir-
ing and using different and additional ·springs 
in Birch Canyon, and on or about the year 
1934, the plaintiff changed its point of diver-
sion and moved its water line to a spring higher 
up in Birch Canyon n.nd at said time there arose 
a controversy between the Smithfield Irri-
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tion Company on the one part and the Hyde 
Park Town on the other part, and that on the 
22nd day of January, 1935 the plaintiff and the 
Smithfield Irrigation Company entered into an 
agreement by the terms of which the p~laintiff 
company acquired one-half c. f. ·s. of the waters 
of the said spring situated in Birch Canyon in 
Cache County, State of Utah, and more par-
ticularly described as follo,vs: 
That certain spring which is 11851 feet 
East and 2288.2 feet North fron1 the Cache 
National Forestry l~.Larker No. 68 which is 
located 2427 feet South from the North-
east Corner of Section 24, Township 13 
North, Range 1 East of the Salt Lake Base 
and Meridian; 
in consideration of which the ,plaintiff quit-
claimed and surrendered to the Smithfield Irri-
gation Company all its right, title and interest 
in and to the balance of the waters of the said 
spring and all other waters in Birch Canyon, 
including any vvaters surrendered by said de-
fendants herein during the year 1911 as afore-
said; and thereupon the plaintiff constructed 
its said pipe-line up to the said last deseribed 
spring and conducted the water for its culinary 
system thereafter from the said spring, and 
continued to furnish water to said defendants 
during all of the ·said time until the commence-
ment of thiR action, from said spring and pipe-
line, and that if the plaintiff is permitted now 
to abandon their contract with these said de-
fendants the defendants will be then d~prived 
of that nart of the consideration by them sur-
rendered up for which they received the ·sain 
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be damaged accordingly. 
16. 
That by bringing this action the plaintiff sought 
a second and additional right of \Yay \Yhich 
traversed the 'Same general area and was for 
the purpose of providing a means for the cours-
ing of the same ''aters to the sau1e point \Yhich 
the old right of way and pipe-line successfully 
provided. 
17. 
That the property of the defendants Weeks con-
sists of 266 acres of arid land suitable for pas-
ture purposes and of substantial Yalue for pas-
ture purposes with the water right, but that therr 
is no other water available on the said premise8 
for watering li\estock or for human cons11n1r-
tion and that without the said water right the 
said lands are valueless for pa:sture purpose~. 
18. 
That the lands of the defendants Chambers, 
consists of 125 acres of arid land suitable for 
pasture and cultivation purposes and of great 
value for pasture purposes with the said 
water, and particularly in the spring and fall 
of each year, but that without the satd water 
it is necessary to haul water to the said lands 
for culinary purposes a distance of 2% miles 
and there is no other water availaole on the 
said premises for ·stock ·watering and culinary 
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purposes and the said lands for pasture pur-
poses are practically valuele·ss without water. 
19. 
That the said defendants by their answer and 
in open court tendered and offered to grant to 
the plaintiff the right of way across the said 
property described in their complaint without 
compensation 'provided that the plaintiff would 
install for the use and benefit of the said de-
fendants, or permit the defendants to install, on 
their respective properties a tap on the plain-
t,iff 's said pipe-line in substantially the same 
condition as they have been using for more 
than 25 years last past and to take therefrom 
sufficient culinary water for human consump-
tion and stock watering purposes. That in 
accordance with the direction of the court said 
defendants have filed 'vith the clerk of this 
court their written consent that a water trough 
and drinking tap may be constructed and. 
maintained by the plaintiff at its option on 
each of their resrpective premise'S in lieu of 
thp present arrangement and that neither they 
nor their successors \viii interfere with t.hr 
same except in the, presence of or after noticr 
to the to\vn water master and then only for the 
purpose· of securing sufficient \vater for hnman 
and stock waterin~ purposes with no "raste of 
\vab:~r~ and that the court might retain iuri~­
djction of the cause for tbe purpose of re. 
quiring- tl1e installation of such modern equip-
ment nt thP said tans as 'vill prevent anv un-
necessar~' wast~ of water. 
20. 
The court finds that during the ·season of 1939 
the defendants ha.ve been without thr use of 
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pb1intiff ·s \Yate-r '" hieh they enjoyL\d in forilll\1' 
years by reason of the faet tlla t no ta.p8 nor 
outlets \Yer~ proYided ior in the new pipe-line 
across d1e defendants· prt'lni~t'·~ although de-
mand has been Inade th~retor; that up to the 
time that all the "·ater \Yas turned out of th~ 
old pipe-line and into the ne\\· line ( \rhich \ras 
at a time ~ubsequent to the filing of the com-
plaint and the making of the order of occu-
pancy herein) the defendants had sustained 
no damages by reason of a denial of water, but 
the court makes no findings in this a.ction as 
to damag-es, if any. su~tained by the defend-
ants by rea'Son of being depri,ed of 'Yater dur-
ing thf:l h1te spring and summer of 1939. 
21. 
The CDnrt further finds that bv reason of the 
"' part performance of the said agreen1ent over 
the long period of years their said agreement 
is not void and unenforceable by rea:son of Sec-
tion 33-5-4. Subparagraph 1, commonly known 
as th& Statute of Frauds. 
22. 
The court having found that the plaintiff has 
now and at all times since 1911 has had a good 
and sufficient right oi way for its pipe-line as 
now TI'sed by it in connection with its municipal 
water system, now further finds that the tak-
ing of said new right of way by court proceed-
ings was and is not necessary to the use and 
enjoyment of ·said water system aforesaid. 
23. 
That it is not possible at the present time for 
the plaintiff to restore the defendants baek to 
the water rights for dom_estic Pnd stock water-
ing purposes which they enjoyed and sur-
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rendered upon the completion of the original 
pipe-line, nor has it offered to tr~ to do so. 
24. 
'rhat in view of the foregoing findings, the 
court further finds that it would he inequit-
able and unjust for plaintiff to he permitted 
to challenge the constitutionality of said 1911 
agreement under which it has and i·s now, in 
part, operating its water system without any 
great burden or hardship to it or its citizens, 
and that plaintiff should be estopped by the 
fact~ found herein from challenging the con-
·stitutiona.lity of said agreement aforesaid in 
this proceeding, but that plaintiff may in the 
future, should its population greatly increasE', 
or its 'vater supply suddenly greatly diminish, 
. or if the defendants -vvaste the waters they 
vvould otherwise be entitled to if the agree-
ment is void, be entitled to challenge said con-
tract as may hereafter be determined on said 
new facts, if any. 
25. 
That except as hereinbefore expres·sly found 
to the contrary, all of the allegations of de-
fendants' answers and affirmative defenses 
are true and correct while the allegations of 
plaintiff's complaint and reply are untrue and 
incorrect. 
From the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT 
the court now makes and files herein the fo1-
lo,ving 
CONCLUSIONA OF J.AAW 
1. 
That the plaintiff is no'v the owner of a right 
of 'vay for its said pipe-line over and across 
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the premises of the said defendnnts as above 
described and that it is not neee·~sary for the 
plamtirf to condemn au additional rig·ht of way 
and that the plaintiff's con1plaint should, there-
fore, be disn1issed 'Yith pr€judice. The court, 
however, to retain jurisdiction to re-examinP 
any new facts or changed conditions which may 
hereafter'be shown to the court bearing on th~ 
probable waste of water by the defendants or 
their succe-ssors a.t any time as going to the 
possible neces~ity of condemnation of the sajd 
right of "ay. 
2. 
That under the agreement herein specified the 
defendants are each entitled to the use of a tap 
on the plaintiff's water lrne to supply the ·said 
defendants on their respective premises with 
sufficient culinary water for human consump-
tion, not to exceed 300 gallons per day per tap, 
and for the purpose of watering the live·stock 
of the said defendants. 
3. 
That the respective counterclaims of the said 
defendants asking for a judgment of specific 
performance of the said agJreement and for 
damages or the breach thereof should be dis-
missed without prejudice to the said defend-
ants bringing a proper proceedings in equity 
for specific performance of the said n.gree-
ments, should it hereafter appear that plain-
tiff has, in fact, denied defendants access to 
its pipe-line for the purpose o:f obtaining the 
waters to which they a.re entitled, under the 
agreement of 1911. and for damages, if any, 
sustained by defendants subsequent to the turn-
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ing of the waters out of the old line by plain-
tiff. 
4. 
~rhat while plaintiff's pipe-line across de-
fendants' premises is a proper legal part of 
its municipal water works and the use of de-
fendants' land for that purpose is a use author-
ized by law, yet that it is not necessary that 
said right of way be taken by eminent domain 
proceedings in order to continue to such use, 
the 1911 .agreement being sufficiently valid so 
as to deny to plaintiff, in la\\', the right to em-
inent domain in this action. And that plain-
tiff is e'stopped from setting up the constitu-
tional invalidity, in whole or part, of said 1911 
agreement between the parties as grounds for 
a l~gal necessity 'for the exercise of th2 right 
to eminent domain, so far as the ·so-called new 
right of 'va.y across defendants' premises IR 
concerned. 
5. 
That the defendants Weeks and Chan1hers have 
a valid, subsisting right to take out of plain-
tiff's pipeline as sam.e crosse·s their respectivr 
prop~erties sufficient of the waters which may 
he~ in said pipe-line so a~s to provide1 300 gallons 
out of each tap for human consumption on earh 
of the two ·properties, plus sufficient water 'for 
watering the same number of cattle as have 
been since 1911 habitually on sara premi·ses. 
Dated this 15th day of August, A. D., 1939. 
LE'WIS JONES, District Judge. 
Filed August 15, 1939. 
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DECREE 
(Tl~ILE OF COURT .AND OAOSE). 
I I I I 44 This matter came on regularly for trial 
upon the complaint of the plaintiff and the an-
swer of George Chambers and Tary Chan1bers, 
hi-s ·wife, and E. S. Chambers, and am-ended an-
swer of Da,id J. ""\\~ t'f'kB and )lary \Y eeks!' his 
wife, and the separate replies thereto. Plain-
tiff being represented by nttorne:s Young & 
Bullen of Logan. trtah, and Irvine, Skeen & 
Thurman of Salt Lake City~ Utah, and the de-
fendants being represented by attorney l\I. C. 
Harris of Logan, "Ctah. It being stipulated in 
open court that the court should try out the 
que.stion of the equitable defenses of the defend-
ants including the question of necessity, which 
matter should be determined by the court in 
the absence of the jury. " ... itnesses were sworn 
and examined on behalf of the respective par~ 
ties and the matter argued and submittorl_ to thP 
court for its decision, and the court havinp- in 
writing indicated its decision in the matter~ 
and havinge made and filed herein its Findin2'R 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law. now in accord-
ance therewith it is 
OR.DERED~ AD.TUDGED AND-DECREED 
as follows: 
1. 
That the plaintiff is now the owner of the 
right of \Vav described in its compJaint herein 
for its pip~line over anrl across the premisP~-~ 
of the defendants under their 1911 oral arrana-e-
ment with said defendants anrl thPfr nredece~~ 
sors in interPst. anr1 that it j~ not neces~arv 
for the plaintiff to condemn the said rig-ht of 
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way, and that the plaintiff ''S complaint to con-
demn the said right of way be and the same is 
accordingly dismissed with prejudice on the 
facts now presented to the court, provided that 
the court does here by retain jurisdiction to re-
examine .any new facts or changed conditions 
which may hereafter be presented to the 
C(;Ul't bearing on the waste of water by the 
defendants or their successors at any time a~ 
going to the neceS'sity of condemnation of the 
said right of way and for the further purpose 
of requiring installation of n1odern devices at 
the taps of the defendants to prevent un-
necessary wa·ste of water. 
2. 
That under the said oral a;greements the de-
fendants, David J. V\r eeks and ~{ary Weeks on 
their sepa.rate premises de'scrihed as follo"\VS: 
Beginning at the Northeast Corner of the 
N orth\vest Quarter of Section 36, To·wn-
ship 13 North, Range 1 East of the Salt 
Lake Meridian, running thence South 160 
rods ; thence West 130 rods ; thence North 
80 rods; thence West 30 rods; thence 
North 40 rods ; thence East 80 rods to the 
place of beginning, containing 12.5 acres. 
Also, beginning at the Northeast corner of 
8aid Section 36 and running thence West 
J 60 rods to the Northeast corner of the 
N orth,vest Quarter of Section .. ; thence 
N orthPasterly along Creek to a point 20 
rodR Routh of the place of beginning~ 
thenrP North 20 rods to the p~lace of begin-
ning, containing 46 Heres. 
Also, the North Half of the Northeast 
Quarter and the East 45 rods of the South 
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Half of the Xortl1ea·st Qu:.u·ter, and the 
Xortheast Qunrtt\r of the ~outhea:st Quar-
ter of 8eetion 35, To\Ynship 13 North, Range 
1 East of the ~nlt Lake 11L\ridian.. 
a.nd the defendant~ George Chambers, Tacy 
Chambe1·s and E .. 8. Chambers on their separate 
premi!3es described as follo\YS: 
The ~orth,Ye~t Quarter of Section Twenty-
five, Town'Ship Thirteen North, Range 
One East of the Salt Lake Meridian, con-
taining 160 acres. .Also, the South Fifty 
Rods of the Southeast Quarter of Section 
Twenty-six, To-wnship Thirteen North, 
Range One E:tst of the Salt Lake Meri-
dian, containing 50 acres; 
are each entitled to the use of a tap connected 
-with the plaintiff's pipe-line to supply the said 
defendants and their successors in interest on 
said premises with sufficient culinary water 
for human consumption and stock "-atering 
purposes for the same number of domestic an-
imals heretofore habitually kept on said re-
spective premi'Ses, the said human consumption 
from each of said two tapB to not exceed 300 
gallons per tap each day. 
3. 
That the separate counterclaim of thP said 
defendants and each of th~m praying for 
specific performance of ·said contract and for 
damages for breach thereof be ~:rnfl +lv-. r.:! .... TV'" 
are hereby dismissed without prejudice to thr 
said defendants bringing a proper· proceeding 
in equity for specific performan~ of the said 
agreements, and for damages, if any, growing 
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out of the breach thereof (suhsequ~nt to the 
time of making of the order of occupation here-
in) should it hereafter appear that plaintiff 
has in fact denied defendants' access to the 
water running through its pipe-line and acrO'ss 
s.ajd de£ end ants ' Weeks and Chambers prem-
Ises. 
4. 
That the defendants have and recover of and 
from the plaintiff their costs of this action 
herein taxed a.t $39.20. 
Done in open court this 15th day of Aug-
ust, 1939. 
LEWIS JONES, District Judge. 
Filed August 15, 1939. 
NOTICE OF FINDINGS AND 
CONCLUSIONS 
(rl'IrrL.bl <J:F' COUR'l' AND CAU~~). 
That thereafter, to wit, ;on Augrust 16, 
1939 the defendants, George Chambers and 
Ta.cy Chambers, his wife, E. S. Chambers, 
David J. ·Weeks and Mary Weeks, his wife, 
served a written notice on plaintiff that the 
court had made Findings of Fact and Conclu-
sions of Law, and had entered its decree di·s-
missing plaintiff's complaint and denying the 
defendants relief on their counterclann, and 
determining that defendants had a right to the 
use of a tap on said pipe-line and awarding 
defendants their costs in said action; that said 
notice was thereafter, towit, on August 17, 
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1939 filed 'Yith the elerk of the District Court 
of the First Judieial Di:strict of the State of 
Utah, in and for Cache C~ounty. 
ORDER EXTENDING TIME 
That thereafter, towit, on .. A.ugust 26, 
1939, the court made and filea an order in 
said cause, granting plaintiff to and including 
Kovember 1, 1939, ''ithin which to prepare, 
serre and file its Bill of Exception's. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
(TITI~ OF COURT A.l~D UAUSE). 
To the Defendants, George Chambers and Tacy 
Chambers, his wife; E. S. Chambers, a 
single man; and David J. Weeks and 
:llary Weeks, his wife, and to their attor-
ney, }1. C. Harris ; and 
To the Defendant, Bertha Poulsen, as Guar-
dian of Adell Ida Poulsen, a minor, and 
to her attorney, Jesse P. Rich: 
307 You, and Each of You, WILL PLEASE 
TAKE XOTICE, that the Plaintiff~ HYDE 
P ... ~RK TOWN, a municipal corporation, here ... 
by appeals to the Supreme Court of the Stat~ 
of Utah from the judgment and decree of the 
District Court of the First Judicial District in 
and for the County of Cache, State of Utah, 
and the whole thereof, made and entered in 
said court in favor of d~fendants and against 
plaintiff, which judgment and decree was made, 
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entered, and filed in said caus·e on August 15, 
1939. 
This appeal is taken on both questions of 
law and fact. 
Dated this 13th 'day of October, 1939. 
YOUNG & BULLE·N AND 
IRVINE, SKEE·N, THORMAN & MINER, 
Attorneys for Plaintiff. 
By ERNEST T. YO·UNG, 
Served October 13, 1939. 
Filed October 13, 1939. 
ASSIG~NTS OF ERROR 
(TirrLE OF COURT AND CAUSE). 
Comes now the appellant in the above-entitled 
cause, and for grounds of reversal of the judg-
ment and decree made and enter·ed In said 
cause, assigns the following errors: 
I. 
That the court erred in making that portion 
of it·s Finding of Fact No. 6 wherein the court 
finds that plaintiff is the owner of certain culi-
nary water which supplies "defendants George 
Chambers, Tacy Chan1bers, E. S. Chambers, 
David J. Weeks and Mary Weeks with culinary 
water,'' for the reason that said portion "f 
said finding is not supported by the evidrnce, 
in this, that the uncontradiei;~,1 testh11ony of 
both plaintiff and defendants was that plaintiff 
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has supplied none of the defendant~ with auy 
\Yater ·since January 1, 1939. 
II. 
That the court erred in making its ::F'inding of 
Fact X o. 7, reading as iollo,,-~: 
•' That the plaintiff is the o'rner of .. l'-L'--
quate \Yater to supply both the town and 
these defendants through the said pipe-
line,'' 
for the reason that 8aid finding is against the 
clear preponderance of the e\idence bearing 
upon the 'question of the adequacy of the water 
own-ed by the plaintiff to supply itself and the 
defendants; that but two "Witnesses (Fred Duce 
Tr. 163; Eugene Schaub Tr. 190) testified that 
plaintiff owned 'Sufficient water to supply both 
itself and the defendants, and that their testi-
mony on that point was limited to the period 
subsequent to 1934; that said -witness Fred 
Duce, testified that plaintiff had to put itoelf 
on restrictions prior to 1935, and that all of the 
oth€r witnesses who were called to testify as 
to plaintiff's supply of water (Charles L. ARb-
croft Tr. 201 ; George Z. Lamb Tr. 206 ; J o lm 
D. Kirby Tr. 212 and 233; Martin C. Reeder 
Tr. 222; Lorenzo Petersen Tr. 22...,.,; George D. 
Clyd~ Tr. 240 and 281: Arthur Petersen Tr. 
253; J. E. Hansen Tr. 256 · George S. Daines 
' Tr. 261; Robert S. McQuarrie Tr. '265; C. A. 
Hurren Tr. 268) testified that during each and 
every year followjn!!' thP insta1lation of plain-
tiff's water system in 1911. nlaintiff ·had to nut 
itself on restrictions, and that at frequent in-
tervals part of plaintiff'R inhabitant~ "rere un-
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able to secure from the 'system as much as 'l 
drinking stream for human needs. 
Ill. 
That the court e·rred in making that portion of 
its Finding of Fact No. 10, wherein the court 
finds that plaintiff is the owner of 1.5 c. f. s 
of water, for the reason that the uncontra-
dicted evidence in the case shows that plain-
tiff wa·s the owner of lf2 c. f. s. of water only. 
tv. 
That the court ·erred in making that portion of 
its Finding of Fact No. 10, wherein the court 
finds that plaintiff was the owner of an ade-
quate supply of water for culinary purposes to 
supply_ the defendants with wate-r for human 
consumption and for cattle watering purpose·s, 
in .addition to an adequate supply of culinary 
water for all of plaintiff's inhabitants, for the 
rea.sons set forth in appellant's As'Signm·ent of 
Error No. 2, supra. 
v. 
That the court erred in making that portion of 
its Finding of Fact No. 13, wherein the court 
finds that defendants, and their predeces·sors 
in interest ''conveyed a portion of the waters 
of Birch Creek to the Town of Hyde. Park for 
culinary purposes,'' for the reason that the 
uncontradicted evidence of the def·endant, 
David J. Weeks, (he being the only witnes's 
called by defendants to testify on the question 
of the consideration paid for the water right 
now claimed by defendants), and the un-
contradicted evidence of plaintiff's ,vitnesse·s, 
is that defendants and tl1eir predecessors paid 
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or gave nothing for their tap stream, excep~t 
only a right of '"ay OYer their laud. 
\1. 
That the court erred in making that portion of 
its Finding of Fact X o. 1~~, 'Yherein the court 
find'S that plaintiff ··eYer ~inel-. the tin1e (1911) 
haYe supplied said defendants and their 
:predecessors in intere~t m th said waters,'' for 
the reason that ·said portion of said Finding 
is not supported by the evidence, in this, that 
the uncontradicted e'idence of both plaintiff 
and defendants was that plaintiff has supplied 
none of the defendants with any water since 
January 1, 1939. 
VII. 
That the court erred in making its Finding of 
Fact .K o. 13, wherein the court finds ''that ever 
since the said year 1911 these defendants have 
openly~ continuously, adversely and under 
claim of right, used the said' taps and the water 
flowing th-erefrom for the purpO'se of human 
consumption and watering of their livestock in 
an amount of about 300 gallons per day,'' for 
the reason that there is no evidence in the rec-
ord to support a finding that defendants, from 
their taps, have used wB:ter in an amount of 
about 300 gallons per day, the only evidence 
bearing upon the question of the gallonage used 
by defendants being that of the defendant, 
David J. Weeks (Trans. 72), who testified that 
he had enough water from the tap to irrigate 
a row of corn, there being- no evidence in the 
record as to the· amount of water used by any 
of the other defendants, or their predecessor~ 
in intere'st; and for the furthe-r reason that 
there is no evidence that the defendants_ or 
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either of them, used s.aid "\Vater at .any time, ad-
verse to the rights of the p·laintiff. 
vm 
That the court erred in making that portion of 
its Findings of Fact No. 15, wherein the court 
finds that plaintiff quit claimed and sur-
r·endered to the Smithfield Irrigation Com-
pany all of its right, title and interest to cer-
tain waters, ''including any waters surren-
dered by said defendants herein during the 
year 1911," for the reason that there is no 
evidence in the record that plaintiff surren-
dered or tra.1rsferred to Smithfield Irrigation 
Company :any ,va.ter which had ever been owned 
by d·efendants, or that there is any evidence 
in the record to show that defendants,' during 
the year 1911 or at a.Il, surrendered or trans-
ferred any water to plaintiff. 
IX. 
That the court ·erred in making its Findings of 
If' act No. 21, reading as follows: 
''The court further finds that by reason of 
the p·art perf orma.nce of the said agree-
ment over the long period of years their 
said agreement is not void and unenforce-
able by reason of Section 33-5-4, Sub-
paragraph 1, commonly kno'vn as the Stat-
ute of Frauds.'' 
for the ~e.ason that said purported Finding is 
not a finding of any fact constituting an issue 
in said cause, hut is a Conclusion of Law. 
X. 
That the court erred in making its Finding of 
Fact No. 2·3, reading as follows: 
"That it is not possible at the pre'sent ti1ne 
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for the plaintiff to rt>store the defendants 
back to the "·nter rights for domestic and 
stock-,Yatering purposes "yhich they en-
joyed and ·surrendert•d upon the comple-
tion of the original pipe-line. nor has it 
offered to try to do so '' 
for the reason that there is no endence to show 
that defendants, upon the con1pletion of the 
original pipe-line. surrendered to plaintiff any 
water rights whatsoe\er. 
XI. 
That the court erred in making its Finding of 
Fact X o. 2±, reading a:s follows : 
''That in view of the foregoing findings, the 
court further finds that it would be in-
equitable and unjust for plaintiff to be 
permitted to challenge the constitutionality 
of said 1911 agreement under which it has 
and is now, in part, operating its water 
system without any great burden or hard-
'Ship to it or its citizens, and that plain-
tiff should be estopped by the facts found 
herein from challenging the constitution--
ality of said agreement aforesaid in this 
· proceeding, but that plaintiff may in the 
future, should its population greatly in-
crease, or its water supply suddenly great-
. ly diminish. or if the defendants waste the 
waters they would otherwise be entitled to 
if the agreement be void, be entitled to 
challenge said contract as may hereafter 
be rletermined on said new facts. if any.'' 
for the rereson that said purported finding iR 
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not a :f.inding of any fact constituting an issue 
in said cause, but is a conclusion of law. 
XII. 
That the court erred in failing and neglecting 
to find upon the issue raised by the pleadings 
that the oral agreement entered into between 
plaintiff and the defendants, or their predeces-
sors in interest, in the y2ar 1911, was void 
and ultra vires, and that neither the plaintiff 
nor its officers had any ,power to enter into any 
such agreement, and that the same was unen-
forceable by virtue of the provisions of Sf\ction 
6 of Article 11 of the Constitution of the State 
of Utah. 
XIII. 
That the court erred in failing and ne,gler.ting 
to find the number of cattle which defendants 
have watered from their said tap streams dur-
ing any of the ye.ars since the installation of 
plaintiff's water system in 1911. 
XIV. 
That the court erred in making its conclusion 
of law No. 2, for the reason that the said con-
clusion of lavv is not supported by any finding 
of fact which is supported by the law or the 
evidence, and for the reason that the evidence 
shows that none of the lands of defendants h~ 
inhabited by human beings; that they are used 
for grazing purposes only, and that there is no 
evidence to show the numher of cattle on said 
land. 
XV. 
That the court erred in making the followin~ 
portion of its fourth conclusion of law: 
'' . . . . And that plaintiff is estopped from 
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setting up the con~titutional invalidity, in 
whole or part. of said 1911 agreement be-
t,,een th-e parties n~ ground'S for a legal 
necessity for the exercise of the right to 
eminent domain, so far as the so-called new 
right of "\'\ety across defendants' pre1nise~ 
is concerned, '' 
for the reason that said portion of said con-
clusion is not supported by any finding of fact 
which is -supported by the la "~ or the evidence. 
XVI. 
That the court erred in making its fifth eon-
elusion of law reading as follows: 
''That the defendants, \\ ... eeks and Cham-
-bers, ha\e a \alid, subsi'Sting right to take 
out of the plaintiff's pipe-line as same 
crosses their respective properties, suffi-
cient of the waters which may be in said 
pipe-line so as to provide 300 gallons out 
of each tap for human consumption on 
each of the two properties, plus sufficient 
water for watering the same number of cat-
tle as have been since 1911 habitually on 
said premises,'' 
for the reason that ·said conclusion is not sup-
ported by any finding of fact which is supported 
by the law or evidence, and for the reason that 
the _evidence_ shows that none of said lands of 
defendants is inhabited by human beings; that 
they are used for grazing purposes only, and 
that there is no evidence to show the number 
of cattle on said land. 
XVII. 
That thp court erred in making its conclusion 
of law No. 2, for the r-ea:son and upon the 
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grounds that said agreement, if there was an 
agreement, was subject to cancellation at the 
will and upon the option of the plaintiff, and 
that the plaintiff did cancel and rescind said 
contract and refuses to further perform the 
same, a:s shown by the uncontroverted ·evidence 
in this case. 
XVIII. 
That the court erred in making its conclusion 
of la.w No. 5, for the reason .and upon the 
grounds set forth in Assignment of Error 
No. 17. 
XIX. 
That the court erred in making and rendering 
a ·decree, as made and rendered in thrs cause, 
adjudging that the defendants are ''each enti-
tled to the use of a tap connected with plain-
tiff's pipe-line to supply the said defendants 
and their sucee'ssors in interest on said prem-
ises with sufficient culinary water for human 
consumption and stock 'vatering purposes for 
the same number of domestic animals here-to-
fore habitually kept on said respective prenl-
ises. the said human consumption from each of 
said two taps~ to not exceed 300 ~allons per tap 
each day~'' for 1"l1P reRson ·that the conchu;;ion of 
lav\r nnon 'vhich said decree is based, is based 
nnon findin~s of fa.ct \vhich are not sustained 
by the evidence, and which the evidence is in-
sufficient to support in the particulars herein-
before set forth 
XX. 
The court erred in ma.kjng and ~nt.erin~ pa.ra-
g-ranh No. 2 of the decre'e, for the reason antl 
upon the gronndR that the uncontroverted evi-
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dence in this case ~ho\\·s that said purported 
agreement, if there \vas any agrt't.'Inent, was 
subject to cancellation and rescision at the op-
tion of the plaintiff, and that the plaintiff did 
eloot to rescind and cancel said agreement and 
that the same is no longer ~~-!orce and e:ffe~ 
\\HER.E:FOR.B, by reason of the manifest er-
rors herein set forth, plaintiff and appellant 
prays that the Findings of Fact and Judgment, 
and each of them, be reversed and set aside and 
the cause remanded to the trial court for a new 
trial, or such other proceedings as to the Court 
may seem proper. 
YOUNG & BULLEN, AND 
IRVINE, SKEEN, THURMAN & MINER 
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